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Red Cnoss
urges county
to prepare now
for tornadoes
Special to the Ledger
As tornado season begins, the
Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross urges
residents in the MurrayCalloway county area to take
steps now to stay safer when
tornadoes threaten.
"By preparing together
for tornadoes,
we can make
our families
safer and our
communities
stronger," said
Jennifer
Wilson,
Wilson
Calloway
County
Chapter executive director."We
can help you, and your family,
create a tomado preparedness
plan now, before our community is threatened by severe
weather."
As with any disaster, preparation can be the difference
between life and death. The Red
Cross recorrunends that incliyid-

Wednesday, March 17, 2010

Merrily, KY 42071

U.W. to begin support notifications
Local funding to be based
upon programs run by the
agencies, not general work
Special to the Ledger
he United Way of
Murray -Calloway
County will begin to
notify local agencies today of
the funding they- will receive for
2010.
What is new about this year's
funding allocations is that the
United Way will no longer fund
the general work done by the
agencies; instead, funding will
be based upon prograrns run by
our local agencies. Funding pri-

T

ority
Ix given to those programs that will have the greatest impact upon our major community issues and that show
how they can create lasting
change. Late last year, the
United Way identified those
priority issues as:
• Youth use of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs;
• Preventative health care and
healthy living:
• Families understanding of
finiances and budgets.

-The United Way is moving
in a new direction to make sure
that the dollars donated have a
direct impact on our community." explained Lance Allison.
chair of the M-CC United Way
board of directors. "The beauty:
of the United Way is that 95
percent of the dollars donated

stay in Murray arid Calloway to complete the furiding appliCounty. With this new model of eations. Agency representatives
allocations we can see immedi- were also challenged to evaluate impact on our community, ate their programs using the
The United Way moves from very same criteria that United
being a reactive agency to a W`ay volunteers would use to
proactive one through conunu- make funding reconunendanity impact."
tions. Corrunittees of volunteers
United Way agencies partici- from across the county were
pated in a series of training also trained on the new program
workshops last fall to facilitate funding model as they prepared
the change to program-based to evaluate agency programs
funding. Agencies were asked and their potential impact upon
to identify programs that focus our community issues.
on one or more of the identified
Each committee met with
community issues and were local agency representatives,
walked through the new appli- "My expenence working on the
cation process. Deadlines were allocations committee reitii)
extended to ensure that agencies would have adequate time •See Page 2A

lacers Arrive lit Sao Jost)

III See Page 3A

Crime Stoppers to see
$1 boost in court costs
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those found guilty of crimes
in Calloway -District Court will
he required to pay $1 more in
court costs beginning April 1
that will be used by the
Murray-Calloway
County
Crime Stoppers program to
fight crime.
During a meeting Tuesday
night, Calloway Fiscal Court
approved a resolution supporting a hike in court costs from
$143 to $144 to help Crime
Stoppers continue to provide
reward money. The program
rewards residents that come

II See Page 3A
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MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8 Times
Murray State junior guard B.J. Jenkins was one of the first Racer players to exit the bus in front of their hotel in downtown San Jose, Calif.. Tuesday evening. Jenkins and the Racers will piay Vanderbilt in Thursday's first round West
Regional at HP Pavilion at 1:30 p.m. Murray State is a 13 seed, while the Commodores come into the game as a No. 4
seed.

Hatcher: Motivation key to a great tearn

By Ths Associated Press
Wednesday. Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the lower 40s
Thursday...Partly
sunny.
Highs in the lower 60s.
Thursday
night Mostiy
clear. Lows in the lower 40s
Friday.. Mostty sunny Highs
in the mid 60s.
Friday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows ,n the upper 40s.
Saturday _Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and a
slight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in !he lower 60s Chance
of precipitation 40 percent.
Saturday
night. Mostiy
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Lows in the upper 30s,
Sunday _Partly sunny Highs
in the rnid 50s.
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By HAWKINS TF-AGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University
football coach Chris Hatcher
told Chamber of Conunerce
at
the
members
Business @Breakfast Tuesday
morning that the difference
between a great team and
mediocre tearn is long-term
and shon-term motivation.
Speaking at the podium in

the Curris Center Ballroom,
Hatcher said that motivating
someone in the short term is
easy but long-term motivation
is what makes a team - or a
business - great. He said great
players want a demanding
coach because easy-going
coaches make for mediocre
teams. One of the problems,

II See Page 3A

HAWKINS TEAGUErtedger & Times
Murray State University football coach Chris Hatcher,
right, talks with Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum
after speaking at the Chamber of Commerce
Business@Breakfast Tuesday.
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insurance including discounts for members.
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By BRIXE WHREINER
Aq iated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky 'Senate budget w-riters
can't r out reductions to elemental). and secondary education as part of broader cuts as
they prepare their version of a
two-year state budge( plan, si •
key senator said Tuesday.
Sen a t e
Appropriatio*
and Reven4
Committd
Chairman Bali
Leeper
sa.0
that senateri
are facing :a
"Lige hole" in
crafting their
spending blueLimper
print for the
next two years, beginning July
1.
Leeper,
a
Paducah
Independent, cast doubts about
a $371 million package of revenue enhancements passed by
the House as part of its $17.5
billion two-year budget proposal
The Senate budget panel
began deliberations Tuesday on
the House budget plan, with
sonic senators speaking in favcir
of restoring two classroom days
for kindergarten through NO
school.
The House proposed dropping
the two days in a move projected to save about $36 million
each year. Under that plan,
school districts could preserve
the days but would pick up die
tab.
Democratic
Sen.
Tim
Shaughnessy of Louisville said
cutting the two day:s from
school calendars should be an
"absolute last resort."
Afterward, when asked about
the chances of restoring the two
days in the Senate's budget,
Leeper told reporters: "I believe
there's going to have to be a
funding decrease in that area.
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Koehler to perform
in concert at MSU

Photo provided
Pictured is Dr. Bill Koehler,
'professor of double bass at
'Illinois State University The
fvlurray State University
alum will perform a guest
recital at 6 p m. Thursday in
the Performing Arts Hall in
NISU's Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center
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Lawmaker talks of possible broad cuts...
From Front
How we do it is the question

instructional days would be a
-last choice," but said, "I don't
think we can get to a bottom line
and leave anything off the
table."
Gov. Steve Beshear told
reporters Tuesday that he hoped
lawmakers would find a way to
preserve the two classroom days
on school calendars.
"1 think that sends the wrong
message about our commitment
to the education of our children," Beshear said of the proposed
two-day
reduction.
Beshear added that lawmakers
should avoid taking any action
that might affect the 'Race to
the Top' application.
Shaughnessy said lawmakers
"could not pick a worse time" to
consider cutting the two classroom days when the state is
competing for the federal
grants.
Republican Sen. Jimmy
Higdon of Lebanon said he
hoped the two classroom days
would be restored in the Senate

Special to the Ledger
Kentucky was recently listed
The Murray State Um ersity
among 16 finalists in the tirst
Department of Music hosts a
mund of the U.S. Department of
guest recital Thursday featuring
Education's "Race to the Top"
Dr. Bill Koehler, an MSU alum
competition, which will deliver
and professor of double bass at
$4.35 billion in school reform
Illinois State University.
grants. Several Senate corrunit-Thank you for your invitatee members worried that
tion to give a concert and masKentucky would send the wrong
ter classes on March 18th and
signal by cutting instructional
19th. respectively," Koehler
days while competing for the
wrote in a letter to MSU."It is
grants.
with great pleasure that I visit
Asked where budget cuts
Murray State in this capacity
might
be targeted, Leeper
after having graduated from
replied, "All the way across the
Murray in 1980! I have wonboard.derful memortes of my years
"There's a huge hole that
there, and I am grateful for the
we're going to have to deal
training in music that I
with,- he said.
received.
Leeper said that elementary
"This fine u-aining prepared
and secondary education would
me very well for the subsequent
be a top budget pnonty, but
Masters at Ball State, the
added, "I'm not going to give
Doctorate at the Indiana School
anybody false hope "
of Music, and for my present
He said that cutting the
position of 24 years as
Professor of Double Bass and
Music Education at Illinois
State University, in Normal
Illinois. While at Murray, my
Double Bass and Cello
From Front
helped ine to get
Professor was Neale Mason,
to know the
my Composition Professor was
agencies and their programs," said Miche
lle
Eula McCain, and had many
Corum, United Way board member, who
has also
opportunities to perform in a
been involved with the organization's chang
eover.
wonderful jazz combo at the "My understanding of the new
vision of the
time with Professor Ray Smith.
United Way, which is not just about
meeting
The concert is free and open
roday's needs, but addressing root cause
s and
to the oublic and will he held
delivering lasting improvements, allowed me
to
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
objectively recommend appropriation of funds
for
Performing Arts Hall. Besides
the programs.Koehler performing double
Committee leaders were then assembled
to
bass, the concert will also feareview funding recommendations and priorit
ize
ture Manpreet Bedi on tabla. as
the programs they felt could make the greatest
difwell as a few pieces with John
ference. "We are fortunate io have so many
great
Hill, MSU professor of percusagencies that do important work in our commu
nision. The performance will
ty," emphasized Tina Franke. Allocations
chair
include an eclectic mix of origiind United Way board member,''but with lirnite
d
inal works and works by John
resources, we must focus only on those progr
ams
McLaughlin, Charles Mingus, that best address the issues and that
can bnng
Francesco Landini and Franz about lasting change. Our volunteers
ttave worked
Schubert.
hard to make sure that we are making the
best

budget.
ultimately wind up in a confer"If they're not, that will be a ence committee of top lawmakvery, very tough vote," he said. ers, who
will try to hash out a
Under the House budget plan, final versio
n to send to the govthe basic funding formula for
ernor.
public elementary and secondThe proposed tax changes
ary schools was spa..-ed. The
passed by the House included
proposal would take an anticitemporarily suspending tax
pated $40 million in excess
write-offs for businesses reportfunds from the basic school
ing
losses and accelerating colfunding formula and put it in the
general fund to help balance the lection of sales taxes. It would
not raise tax rates. Opponents
budget.
The House version relied on have said suspension of the tax
cuts and other steps, plus the write-off amounted to a tax
$371 million revenue package increase. The bill's supporters
to plug a more than SI billion said businesses could still evenshortfall looming over the next tually claim those losses for tax
purposes.
budget.
Leeper said he had not heard
House Democrats voted in
lockstep for the budget bill with any Senate support for the tax
one exception. Republicans write-off suspension, and
were united against it other than expressed doubts about the
one member, while two GOP entire revenue package.
members didn't vote.
Shaughnessy said that if the
The Republican-led Senate is Senate opposes any new revexpected to make considerable enue, "it doesn't take a rocket
changes to the budget plan.
scientist to figure out that we're
The competing versions will talking about significant
cuts."

III United Way to begin notifications...
decisions we can on behalf of our local famili
es
and our donors."
Changes to how the United Way allocates
funding couldn't have come at a better time, accord
ing
to Aaron Dail, director of Resource Developmen
t
for the organization. I"We will now be able
to
directly tie donor dollars to specific and measu
rable program outcomes, showing exactly' what
their
donation impacts. By funding programs we
can
track our progress in improving conditions
that
have been issues affecting residents in our
area.
and as a result, have real data to show the succes
s
of our efforts. It is a win-win-win for the comm
unity, our agencies and the United Way."
The United Way of Murray-Calloway Count
y
encourages the public to visit its newly-updat
ed
Web site at, www.mccunitedway.com, for
more
information on community impact and on
how
you can make a difference.

Rising fuel costs to TVA
passed on to customers
KNOXVILLE, -Tenn. I AP)
— The electric bill is going up
again in April.
The Tennessee
Valley
Authority has announced an
increase in its fuel adjustment
charge. The utility said the hike
will raise residential power
bills between S3 and $6.50 per
month, depending on how
much electricity is used.
The charge goes from the
current 0.552 cents per kilowatt-hour to 0.193 cents per
kilowatt hour. TVA says that's a
5.9 percent increase from the
prior total rate and comes after
an increase of 5.3 percent for
March.
TVA uses fossil fuels —
coal, oil and natural gas — to
generate about half of its electricity. When those costs rise.
TVA's costs increase.
The other half of TVA electricity comes from its nuclear
plants and hydroeleciric generation.

Ohio River flooding
closes Cincinnati roads

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

GRAND OPENING

COMMUNITY TOURS & HEALTH SCREENINGS
Saturday, March 20
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entran
ce
RSVP for a tour by calling 270.762 1381 or
270 762 1102
or e-mail gra ndopening@rnurrayhospiral.arg
Free Screenings:
Blood Sugar
Breast Screenings
OsttoPorosis mop rireofiseete
sad Mos0
Activitiei will
ambulance, tire truck, ant

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

GRAND OPENING CEREMONY
Sunday, March 21
2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entran
ce
Ribbon Cutting immediatek foilou'ing ceremony
hors d'oeuvres

door prizes

give-a-ways

RSVP to 270.762.1.381 Or 270.762.1102
Or _A
to vot
hospi

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Minor flooding on the Ohio
River has mean a tew road
closings in Cincinnati and
adjustments for riverfront
restaurants
in
northern
Kentucky.
The river, swollen by rainfall and melting snow, is
expected to crest at Cincinnati
on Wednesday just slightly
above its official ffixid level.
But the National Weather
Service says sotne areas ar"
already under water, including
the Cincinnati Public Landing
along the river downtown.
The county has closed parts
of ante roads near the Ohio
east of downtown Cincinnati.
Just across the river, watertront restaurants in northern
Kentucky have insulted aluminum walkways over floodwaters in their parking lots.

Women's portraits added
to Ky. Capitol exhibit
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Three new portraits have been
added to the Kentucky Women
Remembered exhibit at the
state Capitol.
Gov. Steve Beshear on
Tuesday unveiled the portraits
of Dr. Grace Marilyn James,
Lillian Henken Press and Vema
Mae Slone.
The three portraits will hang
alongside 59 portraits already
on display.
James was a pediatrician in
Louisville who became the first
black woman on the University
of Louisville medical school's
faculty. Slone, of Pippa Passes,
was an author best known for
her book "What My Heart
Wants to Tell." about life in
Appalachia.
Press, of Lexington. helped
organize the state's mental
health regional centers, the
Governor's Scholars Program
and the political group The
Women's Network.
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GOP assails Dems on approach to health bill

From Front

things in college football. He
said Murray fans shouldn't be
though, is figuring out what
motivates them. He talked about surprised if some these up-andthe time he had to talk a player corners went on to fame and forinto playing with a sprained tune later in their careers.
Hatcher said that part of makankle, telling him about how
Paul Vsfilliain "Bear" Bryant and ing a great team would involve
Don Hutson played with broken recruiting good players. He said
legs in college. The player that while it is not hiu-d to sellagreed to play, but asked a sur- Murray as a good place to be,
prising question on h.s way out. Stewart Stadium was in need of
"He said, 'Coach, that was a an upgrade. He said that a looks
great speech. but ... who were kind of old, but has a lot of
Bear Bryant and Don Hutson?'" space. Some people have told
Hatcher said ttiat as a new him that the field was akin to a
coach, it's always a challenge to Cadillac in 1973. but
noted that
adjust to a new environment and it is now 2010.
He said that
to change the attitudes and cul- when he
came to business ownture at an institution to get them ers
asking for donation, he
to suaceed He said that he's
hoped they would think of it as
been working hard with spring
helping out a young person
training and that the team had a
instead of him.
lot of eager athletes. Ms far,
Hatcher said fans wouldn't
though, the team doesn't have
know how good the team was
much depth, he said.
"Noah had more depth than until the next season was over,
we do," he said, referring to the and that one of the most imporBiblical story of the Ark. ?We tant things - considering that the
don't have two of anything right team has only won 13 games in
five years - was to raise players'
now."
Hatcher said, though, that he expectations of what they need
had pride in the players and to accomplish. He said one of
pride in the young coaches he the things he wanted to do most
had recruited. /le said that some was to simply make the team
of them are taking on their first fun to watch, whether they win
full-time coaching jobs. but that or lose.
lots of coaches he had hired in
"We want to be like basketball
the past had gone on to do great on grass," he said

By ERICA WERNER
Associated Press Vanier
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats
defended plans to ptish ma.ssive health care
legislation through the House without a
direct vote and Republicans assailed the
strategy Tuesday. as both parties fenced
ferociously over the health overhaul end
game.
House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said
that no final decision had been made on the
complex parliamentary strategy, which
would allow House Democrats to pass the
Senate's health care legislation without voting on the bill itself Instead House members, who dislike the Senate bill, would vote
on a rule for debate that would deem the bill
passed once a smaller package of fixes also
had passed.
Hoyer defended the austere procedure.
noting that it had been used in the past by
both parties, and more often by
Republicans, and that regardless of the
approach, the House would be passing the
Senate legislation.
"We're playing it straight." Hoyer said.
"We will vote On it in one form or another."
The Maryland Democrat also said the public didn't care about process but about
results, and that the approach Democrats are
weighing ssould result in enactment of

II Tornadoes...
From Front

flying objects. If you are outside, hurry to the basement of a
uals and families prepare for
nearby sturdy building. If you
tornadoes in various ways.
First, the Red Cross recom- are in a car or mobile home. get
mends creating and practicing a out itrirnediately arid head to the
home tornado plan. Pick a "safe nearest building for safety. If
room" or uncluttered area with- you are outside and there are no
out windows where family buildings, lie flat in a low lying
members and pets could seek area or ditch and cover your
shelter on the lowest tloor possi- head with your arrns and
ble: a basement, a center hall- hands," she said.
way, a bathroom or a closet.
Finally, the Red Cross recomPutting as many walls between mends preparing for high winds.
you and the outside provides Make trees more wind resista
nt
additional protection.
by removing diseased and damSecond, the Red Cross recom- aged limbs, then
strategically
mends
assembling
an removing branches so that wind
Emergency Preparedness Kit. can blow
through. Install perKits should contain a first aid kit
manent shutters on your winand essential medications, foods
dows and add protection to the
that don't require cooking or
outside are-as of sliding glass
refrigeration and rnanual can
doors. Strengthen garage doors
opener. bottled water, flashlights and a battery-powered and un-reinforced masonry'.
radio with extra batteries and Move or secure lawn furniture,
other emergency items for the outdoor decorations or ornamerits. trash cans, hanging
whole family.
"The Red Cross also recom- plants and anything else that can
mends heeding storm warninga. be picked up by wind and
Listen to your local radio and become a projectile.
For more information on torTV stations for updated storm
information. A tornado watch nado preparedness, contact the
means a tornado is possible in
Calloway County Chapter of the
your area. When d tornado American Red Cross at (270)
warning is issued, go to the safe 753-1421, visit www.callosaa
yroom you picked to protect coredeross.org or
call 1-800
yourself from glass and other RED-CROSS.

II Crime Stoppers ...
From Front

that four other ongoing projects
would be completed by June 30;
forward and provide police with
the end of the fiscal year. Those
information needed to arrest
repairs concern resurfacing and
those that commit crimes.
maintenance on sections of Ky.
The vote for approval of the
1836, Ky. 893. Ky. 1497 and
hike wits unanimous
Ky. 464. Also, magistrates
The measure was supported
authorized Elkins to sign docuby District Judge Randy
Hutchens, who attended the ments executing necessary
meeting. Hutchens told the paperwork in connection to the
court he was pleased with the county's road aid program.
In other action, magistrates
move and would see to it the
new effort would be executed supported a resolution that will
aid Calloway County Jailer Phil
quickly.
"It think it will significantly Hazle in obtaining funds that
help the Crime Stoppers budg- will help provide updated electronic equipment for the jairs
et," Hutchens said.
Circuit Court Clerk Linda control center, such as cameras.
Magistrates also:
Avery said her office will begin
• rejected a $68,000 bid for
collecting the fee Apnl
To be required to pay the extra the purchase of the now empty
fee, the accused must plead or Calloway County Sheriff's
be found guilty. The extra fee Department office on Maple
does not apply' to some crimes, Street. Magistrates decided to
such as getting a traffic ticket. reject the lone bid as; too low
Court costs paid by defendants and reopen bidding in hope of
go to various charities suld other soliciting a higher amount. The
programs locally and statewide, sheriff's office has moved to a
but most of the money goes into new location on Olive Street
and the Maple Street facility has
the state's general fund.
In other business, magistrates been declared surplus property.
heard a report from Mike
• approved Calloway County
Oliver.
manager
of the Clerk Ray Coursey Jr's projectDepartment of Higtrway's ed 2010 budget. The budget
District One office in Murray, forecasts revenues of $6, 869,
Pilots OK after Navy jets
concerning county roadway's 000 with expected disbursecollid
e over Nevada
recommended for maintenance ments listed at $6, 718. 310.
and repair during the coming Expected excess revenue was
FALLON, Nev.(API -- The
year. Oliver recommended reported at $150,690 Salaries
U.S. Navy says two fighter jets
repairs to sections of Ky. 444, and expense allowances were
on a training mission collided
Ky. 1828 and Radio Road vvith a reported at $586,600 Licenses
over the northem Nevada
budget of slightly over $1.2 mil- and transfers were estimated
at
desert,
but both pilots survived.
lion. The list is only a recom- $782,500;
usage
taxes,
The crash east of Fallon
mendation and both Oliver and $2.275,000; and property
taxes
Naval Air Station happened
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins at $812,500.
around 10 p.tn. Monday
noted that whether or not the
Coursey said the budget is
Navy officials say one pilot
projects are completed will much the same as last
yeiars.
was able to land his jet at the
depend on available funds.
"Nothing new. No surprises."
base. The other pilot ejected
However Oliver pointed out he said
safely before his jet crashed in
a remote area of the base. He
was picked up by a helicopter
rescue team and taken to a hosHARTFORD, Conn. (AP) -The thieves disabled the alsum
pital where he vvas treated and
Thieves sealed a wall at a phar- at the Eli Lilly
& Co. warehouse
released.
maceutical warehouse over the early Sunday in
Enfield, where
Both jets are assigned to
weekend, cut a hole in the roof they spent at least
an hour loadStrike Fighter Squadron 137
and rappelled inside to steal ing pallets of drugs into
a waitbased at Naval Air Station
about $70 million in antidepres- ing vehicle at the
warehous
Lemoore, Calif.
sants and other prescription loading dock during
a windThe cause of the crash is
drugs, authorities said Tuesday.
whipped rainstortn, police said.
under in-vestigation.

$70M in prescription drugs stolen in heist

---

•
•

President Barack Obamit's landmark legislation to extend coverage to tens of millions of
uninsured and create new insurance market
protections for nearly everybody else.
With the House aiming to cast the decisive
votes by the weekend, Republicans ramped
up their attacks, seizing on the approach
under consideration in the House to cnucize
Democrats and try to sow doubts arnong
wavering moderates. The GOP is unanimously opposed.
-Anyone who endorses this strategy will
be forever remembered for trying to chum
they didn't vote for something they did,"
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell
of Kentucky said Tuesday "It will go down
as one of the most extraordinary legislative
sleights of hand in history."
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi wants to
shield lawmakers from having to vote
directly on the Senate-passed health care bill
because it's unpopular with House
Democrats.
"Nobody wanted to vote for the Senate
bill,'' Pelosi, D-Calif, explained in a roundtable meeting with liberal bloggers Monday.
"It's more insider and process-oriented
than most people want to know, but I like it
because people don't have to vote on the
Senate bill," she said of the approach.
Both parties have used the strategy in the
House to create a distance between lawmak-
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake''

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed PAondays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypresssprIngsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496

ers and politically unpopular votes such as
raising the debt ceiling. However some
moderate rank-and-file Democrats voiced
discomfort.
"I'm getting a lot of comments about the
process, and a lot of unease," Rep. Jasibn
Altmire, D-Pa., said in an interviaW
Monday
The back-and-forth came as a couple h
dred tea party activists descended on Cap
Hill to meet with lawmakers and v
opposition to the legislation. Protesters (earned signs that read,"God heals, Obammate
steals," at a rally with Republican lawmalterS.
•
Rep. Michele Bachmann, R-Minn., urged
activists to rnake phone calls, send eanalls
and go to congressional district offices by
the carload to stop the health care measure
from. being passed. Bachmann said they
should keep up the fight until Sunday
aid
give Obaina "a fai-ewell party" ahead of tlis
Asian trip.
She said Democrats want people to
believe that health care is a done deal, but
-they've got another thing coming."
°barna has turned up the pressure, as only
presidents can, and Democratic leaders are
immersed in a desperate scramble for votes.
Obama said in an interview with ABC
News: "1 believe we're going to get the
votes. We're going to make this happen "

Kentucky

News in Brief
Hunters could register to vote by baying licenses

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A measure that would
couple registering to vote with purchasing a hunting license
has cleared the
House Committee on Elections, Constitutional Amend
ments and
Intergovernmental Affairs.
Democratic state Rep. Terry Mills of Lebanon
is sponsoring the
legislation that now goes to the full House for conside
ration.
Mills said the legislation is intended to be a way
to get more
people involved in the election process.

Measure on lawmaker salaries gwts initial approval

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A House comanittet has
given initial
approval to a bill that would essentially bar lawmak
ers from vot-:
ing to give salary increases to themselves.
Republican state Rep. Dwight Butler of Harneid is
sponsoring the
legislation that would establish a 16-member indepe
ndent commission to periodically review the salaries paid to lawmak
ers and
other elected officials, including the governor.
Butler said the measure would span_ lawmakers from
the awkward, and usually unpopular, position of voting on their
own
salaries.
The House Standing Committee on Elections, Constitutional
Amendments and Intergovernmental Affairs unanimously
approved the bill on Tuesday

COr011er man likely feN to his death from cliff

LEXING7'0N, Ky.(AP)-- .A central Kentucky' coroner
says a
man found dead over the weeicend likely fell from a cliff.
The body of 26-year-old Jeffrey' Shivel was discovered Saturd
ay
near the l)ix River in Rockcastle County.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Tue.sday that county
Coroner Billy Dowell found Shivers body had sustained trauma
consistent with a fall from a considerable height. Dowell said
an investigation continues and foul play had not been ruled
out.

District and School Report
Cards Available
Murray Independent Schools is pleased to
announce that the Kentucky School and
District Report Cards are available for
viewing arid download on the Kentucky
Department of Education Website, at
http://applications.education.ky.govischoolreportcardarchivel. This report card for the
2008-2009 school year contains important
information about our schools, including
details about our academic performance,
teacher qualifications, learning environment,
and more. If you are unable to access the card
for your school on the Internet, the school
or district office will print the card for you
at your request.
If you have any questions, please contact the
Murray Board of Education Central Office
at 753-4363.
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Late-session
moves 'sticky'
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The sticky- job of late-ses- nium tor
sion policy making has pro- Famil y
duced a $ 17.5 billion House Resources
budget plan that would free and Youth
up billions of dollars for infra- Service
structure and critical needs Centers
while erasing a looming $ I and $ 2
billion-plus budget shortfall fac- million
ing the Commonwealth over over the
the next two years.
next two
Supporters of House Bill years for
290, which passed the House Kentucky
Legislatit
.
by a vote of 65-33 on Wednes- Education
Update
day. say the bill will keep the Television.
Executive Branch running
Ken- By Rep Melvin
Henley
smoothly. through 2012 with- tucky's
D-Murray
but merit employee layoffs or public
furloughs. It does so by trim- school sysming agency and higher edu- tem has historically been
the
Cation spending, drawing down largest spending item in the state
revenue from existing revenue budget, though the financi
al
sources, and various business- demands placed on the state
tax code tweaks.
by the its burgeoning prison sysIt also provides for over $ tem is growing incredibly fast-2 billion in bond issues for about 11 percent faster
than
school construction, roads and overall state government
spendwater-and-sewer infrastructure. ing, according to a 2009
report
The House did not propose by the Kentucky Chambe
r of
any cuts to the state correc- Conunerce. The House
hopes
tions budget, the base school to save around $ 30
million
funding formula or state Med- in Corrections spendi
Though the brochure prom- matter.
ng over the
ments
icaid—three areas we always try biennium by orderin
g the ises "a healthier you," why do
Adding insult to injury, this through the
to spare—but it does require Department of Correct
ions to I start feeling sick as soon as same information has come to Reconciliathat the state take a closer look parole 1,000 nonviolent
inmates 1 see the glossy brochure in me several times via email. tion process
.
at spending in areas like Med- by the start of fiscal
year 2012. my mailbox?
Perhaps my insurer thinks 1 Meanwhile.
icaid, personal service contracts Doing so, lawmakers
The
slick,
4-color mailer do not read what they send million
hope, will
s of
and the hiring of political help the state avoid making
what is from my health insurer arid me unless it's bright and shiny, Americans
appointees (which would be could be much
more painful must have cost a bundle to like an object that might daz- are
uninrolled back to 2007 employ- future cuts to the
corrections design, print and mail. Not zle a house cat.
sured
and
inent levels.
system.
only is the piece hand-sealed
Well, I am here to say it u nd e r Existing revenue used to
Included in the revenue por- with two clear adhesive tabs, is not working for me,
and in insured, with
beef up the House budget plan tion of the budget
was a sus- there is an insert.
fact makes me a little sick.
most of us
would come from over $ 370 pension, for up to
When it is folded open, it
two years
With insurance reform leg- one serious Main Street
million in some business-tax (depending on the perfor
looks
like
a
four-le
af
clover. The islation pending, the timing is illness away By Constance
mance
adjustments we passed last of the state's econom
y) of the rounded edges are a design right for the topic of health from
Alexander
being
week, about $ 40 million in ability of businesses
to deduct feature that not only costs a insurance programs and poli- wiped out Ledger & Tmes
one year's worth of excess base from their state income
tax any bundle, but wastes paper too. cies. Moreover. March 14 - 20 financially.
Columnist
SEEK school funds, about $ net operating loss carry
Oh, I forgot to mention that is Cover the Uninsured
forward.
Week,
As
the
250 million in anticipated fed- It does not eliminate
the deduc- every flap of the piece is fes- a good time to get inforrned debate
coneral stimulus dollars for Med- tion, but only
defers it for a tooned with color photographs about the proposed legislation. tinues
to rage, it is interesting
icaid and about $ 150 million period of up to
of happy, healthy people who
two years.
Republi
cans swear they want to know about the health
from tweaks to the state employcare
House leadership felt this are apparently. not bothered to make improvements
, but benefits enjoyed by our electee insurance program.
was fair, spreading the heavy about rising health insurance insist on saying
no
to
almost
ed
official
s. As soon as mem- As far as new spending goes, lifting required
to balance the costs.
everything but tort reform.
bers of Congress are sworn in,
the House plan would take care budget to every
The unwritten message
segment of the
The
Democr
ats say, "Trust they are eligible to participate
of some critical needs not economy. Kentuc
ky. corporate seems to be that costs don't us," and promise to make adjust- in the
Federal Employees Health
addressed in the governor's income tax
payments have
original budget plan, including dropped 50% since
2005 as a
much-needed protections for percentage of Genera
S
l Fund
social workers and social serv- receipts. The legislat
ure had preice aides who often have to work viously eliminated
Everyo
ne needs a haven of the floor are stacks of paintthe corpoa symbol of
in dangerous and even deadly rate license tax,
lowered the peace and rest, a place where ings and research materials. I welcome.
situations. To heip these front- business income tax
you can go, just to be your- can sit in a big
to 6 perred easy chair The door is
line social workers, the House cent and increas
ed economic self. No airs. no posturing, or at an old wooden desk that always open.
plan budgets $ 20 million over development incenti
just yourself.
used to be in my parent's home. but still I can
ves.
the biennium to restore fundI write these columns in
Concern about the CommonMy father-in-law re-finished retreat
to
ing for social workers safety wealth's underf
unded state such a room. My study at home the desk and it in itself is a this room to
measures that were authorized employee retirem
is
a
cubbyh
ole
of
a
room,
filled work of art. My father's tnan- think and to
ent system
in a 2(X)7 bill named in honor also plagues Kentuc
ky lawmak- with books, plaques, pictures, ual Royal typewriter sits on a pray and to
of slain social-work aide Boni ers. Years of
and
my father's pharmacy mem- low file cabinet, just
dwindling state
behind meditate.
rederick. Other funding for revenues have made
There are pictures my computer and printer.
it practi- orabilia.
Taped on
uman services in our plan cally impossible
of
Jarnes
Madiso
n
and
Henry
There is a dictionary and the
for the state
door Horne and
!hat was left out of the gov- to honor both
Clay
and
Abraha
m Lincoln, thesaurus nearby the comput- beside
its recommendthe
Away
faloes earlier proposed budg- ed contribution
and
also of Adolph Rupp and er, and an old pharmacy
to the retirelamp pineapple
By James
ft includes $ 700,000 to fund ment system
a
politica
l
boss
in
Lexing
ton
that
lights
up the keyboard. I plaque is a Duane Bolin
and Kentucky's
aewborn vision screenings in mounting costs
write these columns in this Jeff Moss Ledger
in other areas. named Billy Klair.
& Times
tddition to the hearing screenThere
is
an
oil painting of room. It is not solely my room. poem,
The House plan would meet
and
Columnist
trigs now required, and $ 2 this challen
ge over the bienni- an old mill and a cardboard because, when they are home, the
poem
rillion for aging services to um. however,
by fully funding replica of the Ryman Audito- Evelyn, Cammie Jo, and Wes- reminds me of the solitude that
!import the Meals on Wheels the retirem
rium.Th
ere
is
an
old
"Diamo
nd
ley can come and go as they I can have in "a room of
ent system as recone's
program that provides hot meals ommended and
lessening prob- Dyes" box and a library table please. but it is a place where own":
ito senior citizens.
that
we
bought at a yard sale. I can let go, where I can
lems in the system further down
give
"On the other side of the
: Education would also receive the road.
The plan would also There is a wooden straight my imagination free reign. .
door I can be a different me,
some funding not found in the restore fundin
chair
hangin
g
upside
down,
On the door of the study
g to the teachAs smart and as brave and
vernoes rejected plan. includ- ers' retiretn
ent system that had Shaker-style on the wall. On is a bronze pineapple plaque, as funny or strong As a per.. g an additional $ 1.1 mil- been remove
d to cover health
'on in each year of the bien- insurance costs.

A grave!

Benefits Program. As a result,
they (and their spouses and
children) have access to some
of the best health care bene,
fits in the country. So while
Senator McConnell and others
decry "socialized medicine,''
their health care costs are paid
for, in part, by taxpayer dollars.
To learn more about the ins
and outs of Congressional health
coverage, log on to http://pubs
lic-healthcareissues.suite I 01.com/article.cfm1
health_care_for_the_us_con,
gress.
Information about insurance
reform
is
available
at
http://covertheunisured.org. Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Cons
tact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
conun.net.

nice. to have a room of one's own

t

son could want to be.
There's nothing too hard for
me to do, There's no place I
can't explorebecause everything
can happen On the other side
of the door. On the other side
of the door I don't have to
go alone.
If you come, too, we can
sail tall ships And fly whem
the wind has flown.
And wherever we go, it is
almost sure We'll find wh4t
we're looking for
Because everything can happen On the other side of thk
door."
I love this room, and I cannot think what life would be
like without it. So here I slt
in "a room of one's own,°'
writing this weekly column,
being myself, for better or for
WOrSe.

Health care reform by reconciliation controversial
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The American people have
been crystal clear over the past
year that they want us to start
over with a bipartisan approach
to health care reform. They
don't want a massive, partisan
plan that will raise taxes, cut
our seniors' Medicare, and
spends trillions of dollars.
But the White House and
some Democrats in Congress
are prepared to ignore their
wishes. Intent on passing their
plan, they will resort to using
an arcane parliamentary technique called reconciliation.
When people ask me what
reconciliation means. I say. in
this instance. it means Congress is thumbing its nose at
its constituents.
Reconciliation is a way to
ram through this plan with as
few votes as possible, and on
a purely partisan basis. A tool
primarily used in the budgeting process, it was never meant
for such a fundamental change
in policy that will greatly
increase the role of govemment in people's lives.
Most times when the procedure has been used in the
past, such as to reform welfare or expand health insurance for children, it has had

significant bipartisan support. In
the few instances when it was
used on a purely partisan basis,
the party in power paid a heavy
price with the American people in the subsequent elections.
But the plan that might be
rammed through this time will
raise health care costs instead
of lowering them. It will make
massive cuts to Medicare and
impose new taxes during a
recession when people are
already struggling.
And the government will
fine you if you don't buy the
right insurance. and further
expand the role of government
in your personal decisions.
According to a CNN poll
released recently, three out of
four people think we should start
over or scrap this current
approach completely. Instead,
Americans want step-by-step
reforms that address the core
of the problein—costs.
Congress should listen to its
constituents, stop going down
this road and start over.
We can start with reforms
that should be easy for everyone to agree on, such as ending the junk lawsuits that drive
up costs and limit access to
care in many places, particu-

larly here in
Kentucky.
should
strengthen
state-based
reforms.
like high risk pools.
to
make
coverage
affordable
for those
with pre- U.S. Sen Mitch
e xisting McConnell. RcondiKentucky
tions—an
idea both
parties support.
We should address the health
care needs of small businesses, many of which struggle to
provide health insurance for
their employees, without imposing new taxes that kill jobs.
We should use competition
to make insurance more affordable by letting people purchase
coverage across state lines. And
we should expand health savings accounts.
But the longer Washington
sticks with its failed approach.
the longer Americans will have
to wait for real reforms like
these.
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Why would anyone be against health reform?

r

Murras

It's conunon sense that the
wrong
process—reconciliation—could lead to the wrong
policy. Senator Robert Byrd, a
Democrat. wrote recently. I
was one of the authors of thg
legislation that created the budg7
et 'reconciliation' process in
1974, and I am certain that
putting health care reform...eft
a freight train through Con;
gress is an outrage that musi
be resisted."
Senator Byrd added, "Using
the reconciliation process to
enact major legislation prevents
an open debate about critical
issues in full view of the puhlic...tactics that ignore the
means in pursuit of the enda
are wrong when the outcome
affects Americans', health and
economic security."
I couldn't agree more with
that, or with another Democ7
ratic senator, who said a few
years ago that the reconciliation process is "the wrong place
for policy changes." That senator was Barack Obama.
,
Both parties should agtr-e that
enacting this partisan plan
against the wishes of the voters is wrong.
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Most recent terrorism
arrests are Americans

Otis Colson
The funeral for Otis Colson will be Thursda
y at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro.
Darrell Young will offi elate. Burial will be in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will he at th.funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Colson, 69. Murray, died Monday.
March 15. 2010, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired self employed painting contrac
tor and a commercial fisherman. He was a member of Calvary
Temple Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Silburn and
Myrtle Kilgore
Colson, and one brother. Stanley Colson.
Survivors include his wife, Sharon Farley Colson;
two daughters.
Stephanie Roberts and husband, David, Murray.
and Margaret
Johnson and husband, Dennis, West Paducah three
:
sisters. Ann
Reed and husband, Jay, Panama City. Fla., Patty Spencer
and husband. Daryl. Grand Rivers, and Teresa Dunlap and husband
, Randy,
Hazel; five brothers. Jinuny Colson, New Concor
d, RaMIC Colson
and wife, Ylonda. Cadiz, Charles Colson. Murray, and
Johnny
Colson and wife, Debbie, and Silbum Colson and wife, Shanno
n, all
of Hazel; four grandchildren. Sabrina Sams and husband
. Curtis,
Bardwell, and Tim, Wesley and Audrey Roberts. all of Murray
: two
great-grandchildren, Abigail and Kinlee Sams, Bardwel
l.
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Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby

WASHINGTON (AP) These cases, Kris said
.
,
One was a drywall contractor "underscore the
constant4
and father, another a petite evolving nature of
the threat 4
woman who cared for the elder- face."
ly, another a U.S. military offiFor years U.S. officials have
cer. Tbe most alarming thing predicted there
would be a rise
about a string of recently arrest- in homegrown
terrorism. "Not
ed terror suspects is that they are we're beginning
to see die prt
all Americans.
dictions coming true." sa4
Over the past week, a Michael Chertof
f, the former
Pennsylvania woman, accused Homeland Securit
y secretary.
in a plot to kill a Swedish carBecause of this. Chertoft
toonist, and a radicalized New said, it is critical
for corrununiJersey man held by authorities in ties to be on the
lookout for
Yemen have become the latest unusual behavior.
Law enforcecases among more than a dozen ment, he added, needs
to continAmericans captured or identi- ue to educate people
on the ditfied by the U.S. government and fering signs of terroris
m.
its allies over the past two ears
There is no single reason
Dr. Robert L Carlton
for actively supporting jihad, or people drift toward
terrorism.
A graveside service with military rites for Dr. Robert L. Carlton
holy war.
"It's a combination of psywill be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial
Some. according to prosecu- chology, sociology
and people
Gardens. John Dale will officiate. J.H. Churchill
tors. were inspired by the U.S. who, just for cultural
reasons,
, Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
involvement in the Iraq and gravitate" to Ishunic
extremism,
Dr. Carlton, 91, died Saturday, March 13, 2010, at
Afghanistan wars. Others, like Chertoff said. "We
can't assume
Willow Brook Christian Home. Columbus, Ohio. Alex Gajewski
the accused
Pennsylvania we've got months and years."
A funeral mass for Alex Gajewski (Al Gay)
Bom June 1, 1918, in Murray, he was the son of the
woman,
wanted to avenge what
was today
Colleen
LaRose,
the
(Wednesday') at 11 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray.
late Albert B. Carlton and Ophelia Hughes Carlton. One
with Ft. they considered an insult to the Pennsylvania woman who
grandson,
jason
McClur
Ryan Keith Carlton, also preceded him in death.
e officiating. Burial was in the Murray Prophet Mohammed. Many allegedl
y met violent jihadists
Memorial Gardens. A prayer service was held follow- traveled overseas to get terroris
He received his bachelor of arts degree in 1948 from
t online
Murray
under
the
name
ing visitation Wednesday at J.H. Churchill Funeral training. Some used home
State University, and his MA in 1950 and Ph.D. in 1953
com- "JihadJane," took only months,
front Ohio
Home.
State University.
puters to foment plots.
LaRose. according to her
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo
A retired licensed clinical psychologist, he was employ
There is no evidence that boyfriend, never
ed by Catholic Church Buildin
showed relig Fund, 401 North 12th St., Murray, KY these cases are connected in any
Children's Mental Health Center in Columbus, Ohio,
gious leanings during the five
where he 42071.
served as a staff psychologist from 1952-55: chief psychol
way.
But
they
underscore the years they dated. Then, her
ogist from
Mr. Gajewski, 98, Murray, died Sunday, March 14,
1955 to 63 and associate director from 1963 to 82. He
2010, at the new reality that there is a thrcat boyfriend came home last summaintained a Murray-Callow
ay County Hospital.
private practice during this period and for several years
from violent Islamic extremism mer and she was gone.
following
A Navy vetenut of World War II. he was a retired printer
his retirement. He also served as a clinical assistant profess
and from within the U.S. It is diffiIn a June 2008 YouTube
or with bookbinder in Chicago
, Ill., and a member of St. Leo Catholic cult to say whether the uptick in
the Department of Psychology from 1962 to 71 at Ohio
video, the blond-haired, greenState Church and the Knights
University.
of Columbus. Bom Dec. 21, 1911, in cases is because law enforce- eyed
Muslim convert said she
Chicago, Ill., he was the son of the late Alex and Eleanor
Dr. Carlton was a World War 11 USAF pilot from 1942-46
Oczymska ment has gotten better at catch- was "desperate to do something
, PTO) Gajewski. His wife,
Sallie Szychulda Gajewski, preceded him in ing suspects or if there are simand retired from the United States Air Force Reserve in 78
somehow to help" ease the suf7
with the death. Survivors include
several nieces and nephews.
rank of lieutenant colonel.
ply more to catch.
fering of Muslims, federal pros7
Survivors include his wife, Frances Suiter Carlton; two
Most
of
the cases ended with ecutors allege.
sons,
Glenn Carlton and wife, Sharon, and Keith Carlton and
suspects captured before they
Some homegrown terrorists
wife,
Melanie; one brother, Edward Carlton and wife, Maryan
could act on their plans. But take much longer
ne; four
to show their
grandchildren, Chad, Lisa. Robert and Leah Carlton; three
some were nearly ready to militant leaning
greats. In the case of
grandchildren, Todd, Ryan and Kelsey Carlton; three stepgra
spring
to
action,
like Queens North Carolina drywall contracndchildren. Jennifer Horman and David and Douglas Baer; several
resident Najibullah Zazi. 24, tor Daniel Boyd,
DETROIT (AP) - Honda the way it should. arid it's
nieces
federal prosesafety who pleaded guilty in February
and nephews.
cutors say he nursed his ambiMotor Co. will recall more than systems, so it brings
it to the as the leader of a plot to bomb
410.000 Odyssey minivans and recall status," he said.
tions for jihad over decades.
the New York subway system.
Mrs. Mary Louise Richardson
Element small trucks because of
Boyd is accused of leading a
The
Nationa
l
Highwa
y
And
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Louise Richardson will be
law enforcement was group of men -- includi
today braking system problems that Traffic Safety Administration
ng two
too late to prevent a shooting of his sons (Wednesday) at 1 p.m. at the Lewi.;burg United Methodi
who planned to
st Church, could make it tougher to stop the has reported three crashes due to
rarnpag
e
Lewisburg. Burial will follow in the Lewisburg Cemetery. Johnson
in
Decemb
er
on
the
kidnap,
kill and maim people in
- vehicle if not repaired.
the problem with rninor injuries military'
Vaughn-Phelps Funeral Home, Bowling Green. is in charge
post at Fort Hood, other countries in the name
The recall includes 3440)0 and no deaths, Martin
of
of
said. Texas. Army Maj. Nidal Hasan, jihad.
arrangements.
Odysseys and 68,000 Elements Honda notified NHTSA
One of Boyd's neighbors
of
the
39, a U.S.-born Army psychia- said he didn't think Boyd
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheini
was a
er's from the 2007 and 2008 model recall on Monday, he said.
trist of Palestinian descent, is terrorist. "If he's a terrorist
Association, Greater Kentucky and Southem Indiana
. he's
Chapter, years.
Honda
has
traced
the prob- charged with killing 13 people.
Kaden•Tower, 6100 Dutchman's Lane, STE 401. Louisvil
the nicest terrorist I ever met in
Honda said in a statement lem to the deviv-e that powers
le, KY
die
Detemai
40205-3284 or to the American Cancer Society, 952 Fairvie
ning
how
quickly a my life," Charles Casale said. .
w that over time, brake pedals can electronic stability control sys- suspect
ed homegrown terrorist
Avenue, STE 4, Bowling Green, KY 42101.
Boyd decried the U.S. mili.
feel "soft" and must be pressed tem, which selectiv
ely
brakes
goes from adopting extremist tary. praised the honor
Mrs. Richardson. 85, Bowling Green, died at 9:16 a.m., Sunday
in mar, closer to the floor to stop the each of the wheels to keep the rhetoric
March 14, 2010, in Bowling Green. Born October 1. 1924.
to becoming a suicide tyrdom, bemoaned the struggle
she was vehicles. Left unrepaired, the vehicles upright during an emerbomber
the daughter of the late John Edward Blackford and Rosa
is
also
a
challen
ge to of Muslims and said "1 love
Gertnide problem could cause loss of gency situation.
law enforcement.
Ragar Blackford. She was preceded in death by her husband
jihad" on auchotapes obtained
, braking power and possibly a
When
the
device.
called
a
Some people never make that by federal authorities.
William F. Richardson; one son. William Dean Richardson; and
one crash, Honda spokesman Chris "vehicle stability assist modulaleap. Others do it in a matter of
brother, Ernest Blackford.
Even when law enforcement
Martin said.
to
months or years.
The Aubum,(Logan County) Kentucky native was a graduat
officials know about an
"It's definitely not operating
e of
"Individuals can be radical- American's interaction with
Auburn High School, a homemaker and a member of Broadw
sus,
ay
ized in a number of ways- by pected terrorists, they may
United Methodist Church.
not
direct contact with terrorists have enough information to
Survivors include two daughters, Janie McReynolds and
act
husabroad or in the United States, on it.
band. Stan. Bowling Green, and Betty Sue Howard and
husband.
over the Internet or on their own
'Philip, Cadiz; two brothers. Joe Blackford, Murray, and
Months
before
Hasan
Eugene
through a process of self-radi- allegedly went on his shootin
'Blackford, Russellville; three grandchildren, Jennifer Brooke
g
Hazel,
calization," said Assistant spr^_e at Fort Hood, he was
'Sherman Oaks, Calif., Deni.,e Howard and husband, Joe.
iri
Bowling
Attorney General David Kris. contact with a radical Islamic
Green, and Layne Cathryn Bruner and husbi,nd, William Manuel
,
the top counterterrorism official cleric in Yemen, federal proseAustin. Texas; three great grandchildren; several nieces
PHOENIX (AP) - An May when Word pulled
him
and
at the Justice Department.
Arizona man accused admonish- over while driving a black
nephews.
cutt,rs
Ford
ing motorists of traffic laws Crown Victoria equippe
d with
71R
while posing as a police officer lights and a siren. Lydic
W
says
LEGAL NOTICE
apparently picked the wrong Word told him to slow
down.
driver to pull over. A Maricopa then drove away.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
County jury on Tuesday found
In accoraance with KRS 176 061 Kentucky s ,Vkl,DUS weed law
The officer noticed policethe Kentucky Trans62-year-old David Word guilty style equipment in the
ponation C,aornet
aestroy noxious weeds on state-owneo nght of way at the recar and
of impersonating a lawman for copied down the license
quest of the actorning property owner The nowous weeds named thc
plate,
law are ionnscr
grass giant 'oxtail Canacia thistle nodding 1h:she. muthflora rose
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)- futile requests for medical treat- pulling over an off-duty police which came back registered to
black ntghtshade.
wild
cucumoer
ano
officer. Sentencing is set for Word. Police arrested Word
kudzu
When a Tennessee jailer ripped ment." Raybin said.
at
Persons wno ...7iern property adjacent to state right of way and who
May 5.
are cvolven
the gold grill from a new
his home in Surprise. Word was
"There was no urgency at
erathcatio
n
efforts on their property can submrt a wraten appicatice to the
Avondale police officer Matt acquitted of pulling over a state
highway
irunate's teeth two days before all," Raybin said of the Metro
distnct office ther area Applicabons and aedresses 'or each dtstnct
office can be
Thanksgiving last year, it left the Jail officials and Correct Care Lydic says he was on his way to liquor board member for driving
obtained horn state highway garages
work in his personal vehicle last in an interstate carpool
31 -year-old man in excruciating Solutions, the compan
lane.
y that
pain and left taxpayers on the Nashville contracts with
to prohook for nearly $100,000 in vide inmate medical care.
-This
damages.
guy was in agony for over a
Anthony McCoy spat out week and a half." The inmate's
blood and teeth in a trash can claim is based on pain and sufand was in agony for more than fering, as well as the
dental
a week after Davidson County damage.
Investments Since 1854
.
rees .is of 9
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said it was permanently cemented to his teeth years earlier.
"Our Team will work hard for you!"
In a legal analysis, the Metro
Council's office acknowledges
On the job seven days a week. We make our hours fit your schedule
that Mayhew then reached into
Financial Consultants (L- 11).
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Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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Paid Obituaries
The tuner al lor Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby will
be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Sammy
Cunningham and Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiat
e. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will
be at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Elm Grove
Cemetery
Fund, c/o Christy Nelson, 835 Mayfield, Hwy., Benton,
KY 42025.
Mrs. Willoughby, 73, Murray, went to be with
the Lord on
Monday. March 15, 2010, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had been a school bus driver for the Calloway
County School
System for 15 years. She was the former owner and
operator of the
Murray Tailor Shop and a member of Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Charlie and
Cora Clark
Rowland; four brothers, C.T., Robert, Joe Pat and
Hubert Rowland;
two sisters, Nadean Hendon and Jackie Ellis; one
stepson, J.R.
Willoughby.
Survivors include one daughter, Michelle Leslie
and husband,
Allen, and one stepdaughter, Sharon Warmac
k and husband.
Tommy. all of Murray; three sons, Mark Ferguso
n and wife,
Mirriam, and Chuck Ferguson, all of Murray. and
Nick Willoughby
and wife, Angie, Houston,Texas; three sisters, Louise
Bray, Murray,
Jessie Hill, Ft. Myers, Fla., and Carolyn Garland. Union
City, Tenn.:
two grandchildren. Jordan Ferguson and Tara Leslie,
Murray.

Honda recalls 410,000
vehicles for brake problems

Police impersonator
pulls over off-duty cop

Grill ripped off man's
teeth by deputy sheriff
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WKCTC opens new enyzigemen/
Children's Literature
Collection Thursday,
March 259 at library'
PADUCAH, Ky. — West of her book, "The Great
Kentucky Community and Dogwash." Books to be signed
Technical College will open its can be purchased at the opening
new Children's Literature and in the WKCTC Bookstore.
Collection in the Matheson The Great Dogwash is also part
Library on Thursday, March 25, of the collection and is available
at 2 p.m.
for checkout.
Award-winning author Shellie
The public is invited and chilBraeuner will be the keynote dren
are
welcome.
speaker for the event and will Refreshments will be served.
help celebrate the opening with
"WKC'TC faculty, staff and
a book reading and book signing students worked together for
three years researching the most
popular and award-winning
children's books to make sure
the collection is fun, educational
and timeless,: said WKCTC
Quality Enhancement Plan
Director Kim Russell. Books for
ages three through young adults
are available in the collection.
"Reading to a child has so
many benefits," said Russell.
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KFC Famous
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Home Department will meet

Horne Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at the
home of Lillian Robertson for a "Norwagen" luncheon on Thurday
at 12:30 p.m. Mrs. Robertson will present the program 71-1
"Norway."

Deadline listed for registration

Murray/Calloway Coutny Parks announces the final two weeks
for youth baseball/softball registration. Deadline is March 31 and
the fee is $55 for first child and $5 discounts for additional children.
Season will run from late April through early July. Call 762-0325 pr
download the registration form at www.murrayparks.org.
The 8 Wonders Relit) for Lite Team
Thursday at 5:30 p m at Mr Gattie's

Renee Fralicx of Benton announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her daughter, Trista DeShea Frahcx, to
Derrick Christopher Lovett, son of Carl and Linda Lovett of Benton.
She is also the daughter of the late Nelson Fralicx.
Miss Fralicx is the granddaughter of Bessie Elkins and the late
John Elkins of Hardin and Alsace Fralicx and the late Roy Fralicx
of Benton.
Mr. Lovett is the grandson of the late Gene and Glenda Rudolph.
Joe and Jean Lovett, and Loretta Rudolph, all of Benton.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2006 graduate of West Kentucky Technical College.
She is employed by the Miu-shall County Sheriff's Department.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is self-employed as an electrician.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 20, 2010, at 5 p.m. at Olive
Baptist Church, Benton. All relatives and friends are invited.

Diabetes is a serious issue
affectinj, 24 million Americans.
It's a major health concern and
mounting problem for the country as a whole, especially for the
rapidly expanding senior population. In recognition of
American Diabetes Alert Day
coming up on March 23, Senior
Helpers, a local and national
leading provider of in-home
care services for seniors, is asking families to think about ways
to reduce the impact of the disease on the local senior community.
"The population as a whole is
aging and the number of seniors
dealing with diabetes continues
to climb," said Peter Ross, CEO
of Senior Helpers. "The risk of
developing type 2 diabetes
increases dramatically with age.
It's important for seniors and
their families to realize that
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Red Cross promotion planned

Fralicx and Lovett

there are ways to reduce the
potential impact of diabetes on
quality of life."
Consider the following facts
about seniors and diabetes:
More than 23 percent of
Americans age 60 and older
have diabetes according to the
American Diabetes Association.
An estimated 50 percent of
adult onset diabetes (type 2)
occurs in those over 55 years of
age.
Seniors are far more likely to
have complicating conditions
stem from diabetes, including
kidney problems, blindness,
heart disease, stroke and high
blood pressure.
The total cost of diabetes in
the United States for direct and
indirect medical costs is estimated at more than $200 billion

II See Page 7A

Heritage Bank of Calloway County is raffling 4 tickets and'2
meet and greet tickets valued at ($80) to see Storytime Live at the
Carson Center, Paducah. This is a Nickelodeon production primarily for preschool aged children. The drawing for these tickets will be
Friday so that groups will have ample time to secure other tickets by
visiting www.thecarsoncenter.org. Tbe show is March 26 at 7 p.m.
All proceeds from the raffle tickets benefit the Calloway Chapter bf
the American Red Cross. For more information contact Amanda
Tharp at 767-2000 or Janice Claud at 753-7921 at tht Heritage
Bank.

,

Christian Fellowship School announces open enrollment period
for preschool and kindergarten studnets for the 2010-2011 school
year. Preschool options include 3-day or 4-day, half-day or all-day..
Kindergarten is all-day class, Monday thorugh Thursday
.
Registration for students up to 12th grade is also open. For more
information contact Debbie Lewis at1-270-527-8377 ext. 120.

Stroke/Brain Injury giroup to meet

The tvlurray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday at 5:30 pm in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Vv'ellness classroom Dr. David Bryson, opbthalmologist, will speak abaout "Vision Changes after Stroke
and
Brian Injury." Ali interested persons are invited. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

MES Committee will meet

Murray Elementary School Academic Committee will meet
nxiay (Wednesday) at 2.45 p.m. in Mrs. Dawson's room at
the
school.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly') Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday' at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway C'ounty Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-66445.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will me. t each Thursday from 7
to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
or 1.877-447-2004.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet

Overeater's Anonymous, a I 2 step recovery group for all types
of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30 to 2:30
p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For
infotmation call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at 1-270-623-8850.

Tiger Booster Club to meet

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today (Wednesday) at 5:30
p.m. at Munay High School. All coaches, sports representatives.
parents and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Art Guild plans exhibition
The opening reception for the Murray Art Guild's annual juried
exhibition, Visual Evidence, will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Miller
Conference Center and Visitors Bureau and will be shown
until
March 26. For more information contact the Guild at 753-405
9 or.email murrayartguildtgmurray-ky.net.
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Our annual
Spring Open House
March 18th - 20th

20% off Storewide

Store Hours: Mon 10:00 am 6:00 pm
Sat. 10:00 am 4:00 pm
1205 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753 1851
www.elementsofky.com

Fhe WATCH Center, Murray,
needs aluminum cans for an ongoing fund-raising project
Peggy Williams, director, said.
'These may be taken to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive through the
dnveway on the west side of tbc
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or
night; or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at MR.

-Is

.!ra

.bi
-O:

Stewart Stadium parking lot."

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tarnra at

mrerrace/ of Murray

Li s

753-7109
Anti let us help you with both the
and the financial assistance
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Registration scheduled at school

Sidewalk Sale
50-75% off
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The American Cancer Society has a fret,
tran.sportation assistance program operatiag
in C'alloway. County SO cancer patients wodt
have to worry about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is called "Road Io
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Families encouraged
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for American
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Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn in 1960

Peoples and 1)erning
Delisa Peoples and Edward Deming of Frankli
n, Tenn., will be
„Tarried on Saturday, March 20, 2010, at
I p.m. at University
Church of Christ in Murray.
A private reception will follow.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Mauric
e Wyatt and
!„Dorothy Wyatt of Hazel.
ti• The groom-elect is the son of Chit and June
Deming of Nichols,

it Families ...
'rcitri Page 6A
per y cal.
Research
has repeatedly
shown that physical activity is
Ione of the best ways seniors can
' prevent the onset of type 2 diabetes and complications from
The disease among those already
"liagnosed. As people get older.
exercise becomes even more
important in keeping the lxxly
healthy and able to fight debili!wing diseases like diabetes. For
-demurs. the Centers for Disease
',Control and Prevention (CDC)
-recommends at least 30 minutes
of exercise at moderate intensity, five or more times per week.
Benefits of Exercise for
'leniors Fighting Diabetes:
Improves the body's use of
insulin
Bums excess body fat, helping
to decrease and control body
_weight
• Increases blwxl flow to reduce
risk of related heart disease
Keeps heart and blood vessels
,•healthy by lowering "bad"
-1LDL)cholesterol
"Families should consider diabetes as it relates to care and
arrangements for elderly loved
ones," said Ross. "Small things
bke malcing sure transportation
is available, encouraging exercise and preventing isolation
can really make all the differtEnce. Professional caregivers
..ean help by providing these
services and motivating seniors
to remain physically aciive.
healthy and sustain a high qualLily' of life."
For more infomiation about
benior Helpers, please visit
www.seniorhelpers.com.

Senior Helpers connects professional caregivers with seniors
who wish to live at home as
opposed to a nursing or assisted
living facility. The company has
283 franchises in 39 states and
one in Canada offering a wide
range of personal and companion care services to assist seniors living independently with a
strong focus on quality of life
for the client arid peace of mind
for their families. Senior
Helpers striveS to be the Leading
companion and personal care
provider that offers dependable,
consistent and affordable home
care.

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn of 119 Ldlle St..
Dexter, celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary' on Thursday, March 11, 2010.
They were married on that date in 1960
in Chicago, Ill. Their witnesses were
Tommy and Betty Maggard.

\Ir. and Mrs. Dale Thorn in 2010

Mrs. Thom is the former Laura Oliver.
daughter of the late Mattie and Frank Oliver.
She is retired from Chicago Coin, Ill.
Mr. Thom is the son of the late Vir.
:tor and
Pearl Thom. He is retired from Cotery
Sealing. Chicago. III.

ale) hase tour sons. Timmy Thorn.
Ricky Thorn. David Thorn and Jimmy
Thom and wife, Liz, and one daughter.
Janice Tumer and husband. Gilbert.
They have 11 grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren including Isabella Jade
who died recently.

Making an informed decision by choosing the
nght camp
From the American

Camp
Association
Today's families are faced
with a multitude of decisions
that need to be made on a daily
basis. What do we eat for dinner? Where do we send the children to school'? Cat or Dog?
Knowledge is power, and
camp is no exception. With literally thousands of unique
camps nationwide. having critical information will help families deterrnine which choice is
best for their child.
The
American
Camp
Association® (ACA) recommends that families consider
the following when choosing a
camp experience this year.
Philosophy
and Program
Emphasis - Each camp is
unique, and provides unique
programming and approaches.
Families need to consider carefully whether or not the camp's

(i‘(icacy • i

philosophy matches their own.
Asking questions about learning approaches. how behavioral
and disciplinary problems are
handled, and how adjustment
issues are addressed will give
families a better understanding
of the camp's position. Don't be
afraid to ask about policies
regarding discipline and communication.
Training and Education Don't be shy about asking for
the education and background
for the camp director and staff.
ACA recommends directors
possess a bachelor's degree,
have completed in-service
training within the past three
years, and have at least sixteen
weeks of camp administrative
experience before assuming the
responsibilities of director. At a
minimum, camp staff shouldbe
trained in safety regulations.
emergency procedures and communication, behavior manage-

ment techniques, child abuse
prevention, appropriate staff dnd
camper behavior. and specific
procedures for supervision.
Special Needs - For a child
with special requirements, parents should ask the camp director about needed provisions and
facilities. Ask questions about
nursing staff. the storage of
medicines, and special dietary
needs.
References - Parents shouldn't be afraid to ask for references. This is generally one of
the best ways to check a camp's
reputation and service record.
Ask if the camp is accredited. If
not, a.sk why.. ACA-Accredited®
camps meet up to 300 health and
safety standards.
Involve the Camper.— It's
crucial for families to involve
the camper in decisions about
camp. including what to pack.
The more involved children are

in the process, the more ,wnership they feel.
Ultimately, it is important for
families to remember that they
know their child best, and are
best able to determine which
camp experience is right. By
visiting ACA's family resource
site, www.CampParents.org.
families have access to tips for
planning a camp experience.
expert advice, and research.
The
American
Camp
Association® (ACA) works to
preserve, promote, and enhance
the camp experience for children
and
adults.
ACAAccredited® camp programs
ensure that children are provided with a diversity of educational and developmentally challenging learning opportunities.
There are over 2.400 ACAaccredited camps that meet up to
300 health and safety standards.
For more information, visit
w ww.ACAcamps.org.
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Nutrition and Food
Services department
supports Hospice

Photo provided
Pictured, from left. are Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development,
Anne Newberry, Suzanne Seeley. Rebecca Oinght. and
Cadelia Turpm. Registered Dietitians at MCCH. and Judge Executive Larry
Elkins.

MCCH announces final
plans for South Tower

AT&T introduces

Special to the Ledger
The grand opening of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new
South Tower is less than a week away. and construction crews are
preparing for the final details on the S62 million project.
Mark your calendars because MCCH will celebrate its public
grand opening at 2 p.m. on Sunday. March 21. Community tours and
free screenings will be offered on Saturday., March 20 between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. Activities will also be available for children.
Attendees visit the ambulance. fire truck and police car and enjoy
some prizes too.
MCCH will be transitioning numerous departments during the
week of March 22. Your support and patience is much appreciated
during this time. The departments will transition as follows:
In Monday, March 22
Radiology Department opens in the South Tower for both inpatient and outpatient radiological procedures. Catdiopuhrionary
opens in the South Tower for outpatient procedures.
Marc.h 23
The new Emergency Department will officially move to the Vine
Street location effective at 7 a.m., and the current Emergency
Department will close.
▪ Wednesday. Marcb 24
The Critical (7are Unit and the Progressive Care Unit will begin
the move of patients from thc North Tower to the South Tower and
med/surg patients will begin transfer during this time.
O Thursday, March 25
The remainder of North Tower second-floor patients and fourth
floor patients will be moved to the new med/surg units of the South
Tower.
•Friday. March 26
The inpatient and outpatient surgery units will begin moving.
Only emTsgency surgenes will be performed from Friday, March 26
through Monday, March 29 in order to transition the surgical departments into the new South Tower.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's South Tower is expected to
be fully operational on Tuesday, March 30. Thank you for your support and cooperation as we transition to our new state-of-the-art
healthcare facility.
For more information on the expansion of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. or to RSVP for the Grand Opening celebrati
on
weekend. contact the MCCH Marketing Departrnent at 762-1381 or
762-1382 or e-mail grandopening@murrayhospital.org.

MCCH offers free
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Special to the Ledger
As a part of the Grand Opening celebration, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will offer corrununity tours and fre-e health
screenings on Saturday, March 20 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Guests will receive a complete tour of the new 158,000 square
foot South Tower located off Vine Street. During the tours, guests
will get to see hands-on activities that are completed in each
department. There will also be tours of the new Emergency, Radiology
',
and Cardiopulmonary departments located on the first floor.
On the
second floor. the tour will feature our new surgical suites
arid
Outpatient Surgery area. The inside of the surgical suites and
recovery rooms will be available for viewing with demonstrations
and
explanations by staff.
In the Critical Care Unit, Progressive Care Unit, and on the
fourth
and fifth floor, private rooms will be showcased for guests
to see.
Free screenings will also be offered during this time to
all who
attend. Screenings include blood pressure, blood sugar, breast
exam
screenings. osteoporosis, derma.scans, color blindness screening
s
and more. Activities for children will also be available
including a
tattoo booth and balloon give-a-way. Kids can also take
a look
inside emergency. management vehicles including an ambulanc
e,
fire truck, and police car.
For more information about the free screenings and communi
ty
tours, or to make a reservation, contact the Murray-C
alloway
County Hospital Marketing Department at 762-1381 or 762-1382
or
e-mail grandopening murrayhospital.org

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGER

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Food Services and Nutrition
Department recently donated to the Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare. Their donation will be designated to support the ;
kitchen in the future Residential Hospital Hospice, which will ben-.!
efit families arid patients with the facilities they need to prepare
meals for loved ones.
"Nutrition is such an integral part of a patients' well-being and
state of mind. We've been able to see first-hand the comfort in pro-:.
viding a special dish during such a difficult time, and are pleased to..
support the Hospice House," said Anne Newberry. Director of Food'
Services at MCCH.
If you are interested in leaming more about naming opportunities::
available with Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, con-:
tact Keith Travis at 762-1908.
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PREP
TRACK & FIELD

Tit-r

NCAA TOU RNAM ENT

WHEN:'Thursday, 1:30 p.m. WHERE: HP Pavilion; San Jose, Calif.
Who:(4) Vanderbilt vs. (13) Murray State

s' well-being and.,
le comfort in pro-i:
and are pleased to::
. Director of Food::

Claywell
named
Athlete
of Year
MURRAY HIGH
JUMPER LEAPS
5-08 AT FINAL
INDOOR MEET

aing opportunities::
Healthcare, con-:,
.1

Staff Nowt
Murray
high
jumper
Cathenne Claywell was named
the state's Field Event Athlete of
the Year by KYtrackXC.com as
part of its 5th Annual Indoor
Awards released Wednesday
morning.
Claywell, just a sophomore
but already a veteran with three
Cla.ss A state high jump titles to
her name. competed in her first
indoor season.
She hit 5 feet. 6 inches twice,
including a second-place finish
at the prestigious UK High
School Invitational.
She finished off her indoor
season with a 5-08 performante
at the Southem Illinois FEgh
School Invitational on March 6.
The jump was good enough to
rank her No. II in the United
States.
Both Murray and Callo*ay
County track and field squads
begin their outdoor seasotts
Tuesday at the Marshall County
All-Comers meet.

PREP BASKETBALL
MICHAEL DANN / :_e0ger
-14-nes
Members of the Murray State men's basketball team make 40r:way
from the bus to the inside of their hotel in downtown San Jose,
Calif.,
on Tuesday evening. The Racers, a No, 13 seed In the west Re9lonal
, will piay No. 4 seed Vanderbilt Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at HP Pavilion.

Cinderella magic?
RACERS HAVE NO PROBLEM
PLAYING UNDERDOG ROLE AS
TFAM LANDS IN SAN JOSE

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger

Tunes

Murray State cheerlader Brittany Pittman relaxes atter getting off the
bus in downtown San Jose. Calif., Tuesday evening. Pittman and the other members
of Racer
Nation arrived in the Golden State as MSU preps to play Vanderbil
t at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday at HP Pavilion in the first round of the West Regional.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
SAN JOSE,Calif. — Members of the Racers walked off with
smiles on their faces Tuesday after arriving at the Marriott hotel
in San Jose.
Then again, who wouldn't
NCAA Tournament
be smiling.
Murray State vs.
The sun was shilling. It was
Vanderbilt
roughly 72 degrees, and after
Mies: 1 30 m Thursday
doing so much talking about ii Monk
HP Pavilion
for the last two weeks. Murray Series Rear* Vanderbilt leads 3-1
State is starting to come to the Illocenkx MSU 30-4. VU 24-8
Vandertott rs a 4 5 point tavonte
realization that the NCAA Lbw
Last Mostar Vandy beat MSU 74-57
Tournament is finally here.
back in 1988
One of the first guys off the Oren& Murray State has one win in
tour games Thal came in 1446 a:
bus was junior guard B.J. the
home, when MSU won 53-34
Jenkins, who said once those
wheels touched down in the Golden State, the feeling started
sinking in.
"Yeah, as soon as we got off the plane. you could feel it,"
Jenkins said. "It was tmreal, but we have the opportunity to feel
this a couple of more times, so hopefully we can make that hapti See RACERS,2B

Top-heavy
Sweet 16
begins
today
PADUCAH
TILGHMAN TAKES
ON'SHELBY
VALLEY
THURSDAY
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The field for the 2010 boys'
state tournament may not have a
favorite, but it's definitely topheavy.
When the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
Boys' Sweet Sixteen tournament opens Wednesday at Rupp
Arena in Lexington, half of the
teams competing on the first
day will be ranked in the Top
10.
"It isn't a secret that the top
half of the bracket is loaded
with more top teams," said
Chris Renner, Ballard coach.
"So does this mean the team that
comes out of the top half of the
bracket should be the favorite or
does it mean the team that
,:omes out of the bottom half
See SWEET 16, 2B

NCAA TOURNAMENT:(1) KENTUCKY VS.(16) EAST TENNESSEE
STATE

Kentucky freshmen ready for NCAA run
WILDCATS HOPE CLUTCH SEC
TOURNEY PERFORMANCES FROM
WALL,COUSINS ARE INDICATOR
By BETH RUCKER
night in New Orleans.
AP Sports Writer
"The seniors on this team are
Kentucky
senior Perry just lucky to have guys that
Stevenson isn•t worried about we're surrounded by now,"
die Wildcats' youthful roster Stevenson said."They just have
taming into a liability during high basketball IQs and unbethe NCAA tournament.
lievable athletic ability. They
Perry, one of three seniors just know what to do."
oh the roster who get limited
Stevenson's perspective may
playing time, says the talent of be more than just chatter from a
Kentucky's fabulous freshmen supportive teammate.
Will more than make up for
Especially if the way point
their inexperience. The top- guard John Wall and forward
seeded Wildcats play East DeMarcus Cousins helped save
Thinessee State on Thursday Kentucky
during
the

NCAA Tournament
Kentucky vs.
East Tennessee State
Whew
Thursday
Meer New Orleans Arena
Pt CBS
lbeenloa UK 34-2 (13-2. SEC). El SU
20-14 (13-7. Atlantic Sun)
lity Kentucky is a 19 5 point favorite

Southeastern Conference tournament is any indication of how
the freshmen will perform during the NCAAs.
Wall scored seven of his 17
points in overtime as Kentucky
(32-2) rallied from five down
with 2:28 left in regulation to
beat Mississippi State 75-74 in
Sunday's SEC championship.
Cousins hit a layup off Wall's
missed 3-pointer to send the

game into overtime.
There's no disputing their
youth, though.
"This team. they don't shave
yet," Kentucky coach John
Calipari quipped.
Calipari sent fonvard Daniel
Orton to the locker room briefly
during the Wildcats' SEC semifinals against Tennessee on
Saturday after the freshman
argued with an assistant coach
about his play on the floor.
Orton got the message,
admitting he got "caught up in
the moment" of an emotional
WADE PAYNE
game. and returned to the floor Kentucky
guard John Wall (11) celebrates with forward
a few moments later.
Perry Stevenson (21) after they defeated Mississippi
Calipari compares his freshState 75-74 in overtime to win the championship game in
•See WILDCATS,28
the Southeastern Conference tournament on Sunday in
Nashville.
A
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CARDINALS
BASEBALL

The sixth-grade Murray Cavaliers ended their season
as the Paducah Sports Plex
League Champions with a perfect 7-0 record. Picture
d are James Boone, coach
Derrance Lawson, Jake Santiago, Tanner Foster.
Des' Jahvonme Miles. Ethan Clark,
Alec Corum, head coach Dior Curtis, Bryant Foster
and Tre' Hornbuckle.

Rodriguez
drives in
three to lift
Nationals

NCAA TOURN

k ME\ I

Tubby gets back to NCAA tourney

MINNEAP()LIS (AP) -Tubby Smith thought he had
seen just about everything in his
19 years of coaching basketball.
Then this year came along.
In his third season at
Minnesota, Smith lost his two
best recruits to legal entanglements and his starting point

guard to an academic suspen- toumament to earn the Ilth seed
sion. The team that was left in t,he West Region, where they
endured seven losses by five will face sixth-seeded Xavier
points or less and was blown out (26-7) in the first round in
by 28 at Michigan about a week Milwaukee on Fnday.
before the Big Ten tournament.
"1 haven't ever had a year like
Yet Smith and the Golden this and 1 hope I never have one
Gophers (21-13) orchestrated an like it again," Smith told The
improbable run in the conference Associated Press on Tuesday.

•Sweet 16
From Page 113
might have a better shot since
they might have had an easier
roacf"
The first round continues
Thursday with the quarterfinals
on Friday and the semifinals
and final Saturday.
"Ballard and Scott County
are 1 and IA." said Warren
Central coach Tim Riley, whose
Dragons open the tournament
by taking on East Carter (23-5).
Ninth-ranked Warren Central
(22-8). the 2004 state charnp, is
led by junior forward George

Fant (15 points, 8 rebounds).
The Raiders, who have won
11 of their last 12, are led by
senior forward Colt Barnhill(20
points, 9 rebounds).
In Wednesday's second
game, Ballard. which won the
last of its three state titles in
1999, meets Shelby County (245). which hasn't won a state
championship since taking its
second title in 1978.
The Bruins (29-4), who have
won 14 of their last 15, are ied
by senior guards Ian Chiles (18
points) and Keisten Jones (15
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EAST REGIONAL
Firm Round
Thursday. klerch 18
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Kentucky (32-21,, ETSU (20-14), 7:15
pm
Texas (24-9) vs Wake Forest (19-10),
30 minutes following
At HP Pavilkin
San Jose, Calif.
Marquette (22-111 vs Washington (249). 720 p m
New Memo (29-4) vs Montana (22-9).
30 minutes following
Friday, March 19
At NSBC Arena
Buffalo. N.Y.
West Virginia 127-6) vs Morgan State
(27-9), 12:15 p m
Clemson (21.101 vs Missoun (22-10),
30 minutes fokowing
At Jacksonville Veterans Memorial
Arena
Jacksonville, Fla.
Temple t29-51 vs Cornell (27-4). 12:30
pm
Wisconsin (23-8) vs VVofford (26-8), 30
minutes following
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 18
At Dunkin' Donuts Canter
Providence, R.I.
Villanova (24-7) vs Robert Morns 1231 1 ). 12 30p.rn
Richmond (26-81 vs Saint Mary s Cal.!
(26-5). 30 minutes following
At New Orleans Arens
NOW Orleans
Notre Dame (23-11) vs 040 Dominion
(26-8). 12 25 p m
Baylor (25-7) vs Sam Houston State
125.7... 30 minutes following
Freday, March 19
At Jacksonvihe Veterans Memorial
Arena
Jacksonville, Fla.
Duke (29-5) vs Arkansas-Pine Bluff
(18-15), 7 25 p.m.
California (23-10) ve. Louisville (20-121
30 minutes following
At Sucker* Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Purdue (27-5) vs Siena i27-6i. 2 30
p.m.

Texas AAM (23-9) vs Utah State (2771 30 minutes followng
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 18
Al Dunkin' Donuts Center
Providence, R.I.
Georgetown (23-10) vs Ohio (21-14).
7.25 p m
Tennessee (25.8) vs San Diego State
(25-81. 30 minutes followrig
At The Ford Center
Oklahoma City
UNLV (25-8) vs Northern Iowa (28-4),
7 10 p.m
Kansas 132-2) vs Lehigh (22-10). 30
•
minutes following
Friday, March 19
At The Bradley Center
Milwaukee
Oklahoma State (22-10) vs Georgia
Tech (22.12). 7 15 p m
Ohio State (27.7) vs UC Santa Barbara.
120-9) 30 minutes following
At Spokane Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Michigan State 24-8.1 vs New Mexico
State (22-11), 7 20 p m
Maryland (23-81 vs Houston (19-15).
30 minutes following
WEST REGIONAL
Firal Round
Thursday, March 18
At The Ford Center
Oklahoma City
BYU (29-5) vs Florida 121-12), 12 20
pm
Kansas State (2t3-71 vs North Texas
(24-61.30 minutes following
At HP Pavilion
San Jose, Calif.
Vanderbilt f24-8? vs Murray State (302 30 p m
Butler 28-4 vs UTEP (26-61). 30 minutes following
Friday, March 19
At HSBC Arena
Buffalo. N Y.
Gonzaga 26-61
Flonda State f22p
7
9
SyraCuSe i28.4) vs Vermont (25-91 30
minutes following
At The Bradley Center
Milwaukee
Xavier (24-8) vs Minnesota (21-13),
*.",:
12 26 p m
Pittsburgh (24.8) vs Oakland, Mich
(26-8). 3C minutes following

points). The Rockets. who have
won 13 of their last 14, are
fueled by senior forward
Donovan Johnson (16 points)
and freshman guard Darryl
Hicks 113 points).
In Wednesday evening's first
game. Newport (29-5) will take From Page 1B
"You talk about it, especially
on No. 6 Christian County (29- pen.with that week off and in that
4).
The Ohio Valley Conference week, you're trying to get tapes
The Wildcats, who have won steals leader says the team is as of teams that you are playing.
12 of their last 13 including a ready as it is going to be, adding and we're getting ready for
victory over defending state that while it could be coined as Vanderbilt. We've been looking
champ Holmes in the Ninth 'just another game,' it's any- at them a lot for the past couple
Region final, are led by senior thing but.
of days and now it's back up to
center Casey McDaniel (14
"We•re as ready as we're the room and we'll watch sorn$
points).
going to be," he said. "It is, but more of them."
'The Colonels, who have won it's not, you know. We're going
Vanderbilt has beeh bitten in
15 of their last 16. are paced by to do the same things that got us the NCAA Tournament before.
junior guards Anthony Hickey here and hope to prevail."
Two
years
ago,
the
(15 points) and Donovan Kates
The Racer coaching staff ha- Commodores were the No. 4
(15 points).
done its part.
seed and got beat by Siena, the
Wednesday's final game pits
Assistant coach Steve Prohm tourney's No. 13 seed.
Scott County (27-6), the 1998 said the team has seen nearly 25
Racer junior guard Picasse
and 2007 state champ, against tapes on Vanderbilt, the team Simmons made the trip to
San
Corbin (27-3).
they will face Thursday. in the Jose, a day after his mother
The Cardinals, who have first round of the West Regional passed away after an automobi
lc
won 20 of their last 21 games, at HP Pavilion at 1:30 p.m.
accident in Nashville Monday
are led by senior guard Chad
Vanderbilt comes into the morning.
Jackson (16 points) and senior game as the No. 4 seed, while
Murray State will meet witt
center Dakotah Euton (15 Murray State plays the underdog the media at 11:20 a.m.
tk
points, 9 rebounds). The role as the No. 13 seed.
morning, then practice at noon
Redhounds, who have won 23
As Jenkins put it, that's right at HP Pavilion for a brief
of their last 24 games, boast where the Racers want to be.
shootaround, before moving
senior guards Isaac Wilson (17
"We just have to go play ball things to a nearby high school to.
points) and Madison Johnson and have fun," he said. "We finish prep work for
the.
(21 points).
don't have any pressure, we're Conunoclores.
Thursday's first game pits the underdogs."
Senior Tony Easley is sure to
\\ est Jessamine (26-7) against
Prohm echoed many of be well-rested for Thursday'i
Muhlenberg County (20-10).
Jenkins' sentiments, adding the game, thanks in part to a neW
The Colts are led by senior tirne is now and there's no rea- routine he tried out for the trip tii
guard Jarrod Poison(17 points). son why the Racers couldn't pull Califomia.
•
The Mustangs. in the first year off the upset.
"I sat in front for once, soil
of the merger of the county's
"It sunk in Sunday and it's had a lot of leg room," the
former North and South high been there for a while," he said. foot-9 center joked.
schools, are led by senior guard
Joe Gabbard (19 points).
Thursday's second game pits
Paducah Tilghman (27-6)
against No. 7 Shelby Valley (28- From Page 1B
Memphis' coach in 2008
4), the lone ranked team in the men — Wall, Cousins, Orton Calipari reached the nationa
bottom half of the bracket.
and guards Eric Bledsoe and title game with a Tigers tea
The Blue Tornado. which has John Hood — to Michigan's led by freshman Derrick
Rose..
won II in a row, has a balanced Fab 5. They made it to the
Heanng about that kind oi
attack led by junior guard Josh NCAA national championship experience from
Calipari
Forrest (14 points. 8 rebounds). game in 1992 as freshmen and his assistants has added
to 04
.The Wildcats. who have won 15 again in 1993 as sophomores, preparation the UK
freshmet
of their last 16, are led by senior though they lost both games.
have already received on dfi
guard Elisha Justice(19 points).
The Fab 5 were a bit floor this season, Wall said.
Thursday evening's first game younger when they played in
"I think he's done a grea.tt
matches Mason County (23-6). their first NCAA tournament job," Wall said. "Not
just him!,
the 2003 and 2008 state champ, game in 1992 — the Michigan but the coachin
g staff
against North Hardin (27-4).
freshmen averaged 18 years, they've done a great job
'The Royals, who have won 311 days in age while the helping us out and
assisting us
10 in a row, are led by 6-foot-8 Kentucky freshmen average 19 and telling us
the things that
junior forward Treg Setty (13 years, 277 days old, according they've learned from
when theY
points. 7 rebounds). The to STATS, LLC.
were playing.
Trojans. who have won 12 of
Their age shouldn't matter
"I feel like I'm prepared."
thcir last 13. are paced by senior anyway, said Florida coach
However, there are times
forward James Berry (13 Billy Donovan, who won an Calipari admits
that he isn:i
points).
NCAA title in 2006 with only sure he is prepared.
In the final first-round game, four upperclassmen.
The coach says this I h
Butler (19-11) meets Knott
"I don't think experience has uncharted territory even for
County Central (26-6).
anything to do with it," him. His 2007-08 squad relied
The Bears, who lost six of Donovan said. "These kids like on several
upperclassmen to
eight games before the district at Kentucky., the season they've balance Rose's
youth.
tournament. are led by senior had, it's for a reason. They've
I don't know what to expeci
guard Thomas Blakemore (17 won some games where they at times." Calipari
said. "I'n)
points). "The Patnots. who have had to come from behind, and walking along
trying to figure
won I I of their last 12, arc led they've played in every possi- out,'What do I
do?' But I'll say
by senior guard Stuart Stamper ble situation."
this: They want to win. They
(18.4 points).
Calipari has had his own have a will to win.'They refu*
success with
youth. As to lose."

•Racers

•Wildcats
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament Glancc.
OPENING GAME
Tuesday
Arkansas-Pine Bluff F,
-h

The program will air on
Vs'PSD's digital channel and can
Be• seen on channel 79 for
NewWave customers, 298 for
Mediacom customers and 32 for
We.st Kentucky' Rural custorgers.
The program will feature
Murray State but will also
include coverage of Kentucky
and Louisville.

JUPITER, Fla.(AP) — Ivan
R•oclifiguez drove in three runs as
John Lannan and a split squad of
Washington Nationals beat Kyle
1,otise and the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-2 Tuesday.
The Nationals began the day
ai 041 this spring. They won a
pair of split-squad games,
including a 12-3 victory over
Flortda.
Lohse gave up four runs on
seven hits and two walks in four
innings. Lannan. projected to be
the Nationals' starter on opening
day,:allowed an unearned run
and. pa° hits in four innings.
Jaime Garcia, hoping to earn
the fiTth spot in the Cardinals'
rotatiOn. boosted his bid by
striking out seven. The 23-yearold. lefty gave up onc hit and
walked one in three innings. He
pitched 10 games for St. Louis
iri 2008 and spent last year in the
minors.

Haverstock Insurance Agency

ig

Staff Report
\\'13SD Channel 6 will broadcast . a special Murray State
NCAA Tournament special from
San Jose,•Calif., tonight at 6:30
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Ten years ago
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of CalSnowfall last night and this
toway County Sheriff Deputy morning forced
construction
fxrnantha Burke working an acci- workers on the
new shopping
dent on U.S. Highway 641 South center on U.S. Hwy.
641 North
in Hazel which involved a Ryan to take the day
off.
Milk truck that overturned. The
Elected as new officers of
driver was injured. The photo Friends of the
Library for the
*as by Staff Photographer Calloway County Public
Library
ternard Kane.
were Arlie Scott. president: Robert
Also published is a picture Hendon, vice president: Mrs.
Ray
of members of the cast of "Guys Broach, secretary; Mrs.
George
& Dolls' from the Playhouse in Fielder, treasurer; Dave
Willis. Dr.
the Park who entertained at a Durwood Beatty and
Bill Smith.
guest dinner meeting of the Theta directors.
Department of the Murray
Rev. Jerrell White of Sesser.
Woman's Club.
III., has accepted the call as rninBirths reported include a girl ster of Memorial Baptist
Church.
to Michael and Mechele HandeFifty years ago
gan and a girl to Mike and LaeMarita Evans, 8th grader at
sia Irvin, March 3.
Almo High School, was the chamTwenty years ago
pion speller of the Calloway
Sarah Ricter and Tommy County Annual Spelling Contest
Richter of Locust Grove Baptist held at the Calloway
County
Church were winners of the Blood Court house.
River Baptist Association Youth
Bettie Smith, senior at KirkBible Drill. Their parents are sey High School, has been
awardMr. and Mrs. Fred Richter.
ed a scholarship from Lambuth
Murray State University Rac- College, Jackson, Tenn.
ers lost 75-71 to Michigan State
Recent births reported at Murin overtime in the first round of ray Hospital include a
girl to
the Southern Regional Basket- Mr. and Mrs. Odell Colson,
a
ball Tournament of the NCAA. boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Popeye Jones was high scorer Nettleton and a boy to
Mr. and
for the Racers.
Mrs. Lee Travis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden JackSixty years ago
son will be married for 50 years
Dr. Hugh Houston, Murray,
March 23.
president of Kentucky Lake MedThirty years ago
ical Association. will address a
Published is a picture of Mike joint session of First Distnct of
taker. president of Murray Bass the Kentucky Medical Associa'Club, presenting a plaque to tion on March 29 and will
be
Mary Barrow, outdoor editor of held jointly with the
Fulton
the Murray Ledger & Times, for County Medical Society
at Fulher service and dedication to the ton.
betterment of outdoor recreation.
The Senior Girl Scouts will
Murray State University Rac- collect coat hangers in an endeavers lost 65-63 to Illinois Uni- or to raise funds for a scout
versity in the National Invita- porject, according to Mary
tional Basketball Tournament.
Frances Williams, presiident of
Murray High School Tigers the senior troop.
lost 72-61 to Mayfield Cardinals
"Campus Lights of 1950' will
in the second round of the First be presented at the Murray State
Regional High School Basket- College auditorium March
23,
ball Tournament. Crittenden was 24 and 25.
fiigh scorer for the Tigers
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DEAR ABBY: I am newly
single after a 30-year marriage. Would you please explain
to me the protocol regarding
intimacy? After how many dates
is it appropriate to engage in
intimacy?
And
aftenvard.
should the
man call the
woman or
the woman
call
the
man? How
long should
one
wait
before calling?
I'm
afraid if I
call too soon
I'll appear
By Abigail
needy, and if
Van Buren
I wait too
long to call I'll appear to be
a player. -- TENTATIVE TOM
IN TAMPA
DEAR
TENTATIVE
TOM: When an individual has
reached middle age, that person is considered mature
enough to know when he (or
she) is comfortable enough with
another person to engage in
"intimacy." No time limit is
engraved in stone. As to who
should call whom first to offer
congratulations on a fine performance, there is no reason
to stand on ceremony. Everyone likes a compliment, and
a prompt. "Thank you for a
wonderful time; it was great,"
is not considered needy -- it's
good manners.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I recently
experienced an awkward situation. I reconnected with an
old friend I hadn't seen in
about four years. The last time
I saw her she was pregnant.
I asked about her baby, and

became the first official Japanese
ship to reach U.S. soil as it arrived
in San Francisco.(The ship arrived
12 days ahead of the USS
Powhatan, which was carrying a
Japanese embassy delegation.)
In 1906. President Theodore
Roosevelt first likened crusading
Journalists to a man with "the
muckrake in his hand" in a speech

to the Gndiron Club in Washington.
In 1910. the Camp Fire Girls
organization was formed. (li was
formally presented to the public

on this date two years later.) The
U.S. National Museum, a precursor to the National Museum of
Natural History, opened in Washington, D.C.
In 1941, the National Gallery
of Art opened in Washington, D.C.
In 1950, scientists at the University of California ai Berkeley
announced they had created a new
radioactive element, "californium."
In 1960, a Northwest Orient
Lockheed L-188C Electra crashed
near Cannelton. Ind.. killing all
63 people on board.
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Man rusty on rules of dating
after 30 years off the market

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March
•17, the 76th day of 2010. There
are 289 days left in the year. This
is St. Patrick's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 17, A.D. 461 (or
A.D. 493, depending on sources),
St. Patrick, the patron saint of
Ireland, died in Saul.
On this date:
In 1776, Bntish forces evacuated Boston during the Revolutionary War.
In 1860, the Kanrin Mani
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DEAR ABBY: When I was
married I had an affair with
a married man. We had a child
together, and I divorced my husband. When the affair ended.
child support was never mentioned. and for the last nine
years I have raised my daughter by myself.
I am recently married to a
wonderful man who takes care
of both of us very well. My
daughter has never asked anything about her father, but I
know down the road she'll
want to know what happened.
I don't know when I should
talk to her about this. and if
I should take any legal steps
to claim child support. Part of
me feels that I should go for
it; part of me is saying I
should just let it go. Your
thoughts, please? -- AMBIVALENT IN PLANO. TEXAS
DEAR
AMBIVALENT:
The time to tell your daughter the details is when she
starts asking you questions.
Whether you should seek
retroactive child support is
something you should discuss
with an attorney. While it might
result in a nice chunk of change
that could be put toward your
daughter's college education,
it could also result in the biological father's having access
to the girl. And frankly, a man
who not only cheats on his
wife but shirks his financial
responsibility to his daughter
strikes me as less than a positive role model.
*OHIO*

TO MY IRISH READERS:
Have a jo.yous St. Patrick's
Day, but if you're drinking,
don't drive. And if you're
driring, don't drink.

ACROSS

rsio-D
,
CONVICTED HOMICIDAL
MANIACS DON T EVEN
GET TI4f 0IAIR
ANYMORE

04.11Clid PO 6 HOPE
FOR A CALL FROM
OOVERNORj

GoikFIFIE.I_CP4C)

1 Ducks' haunt
5 Took cover
8 Newscaster —
Pauley
12 Buffalo's lake
13 Mr. Onassis
14 Burdensome
thing
15 Wire
17 Laird's attire
18 "Ulalume" poet
19 Saffron dish
21 Tug-of-war
need
24 Browsers'
deiight
26 Ms. Verdugo
28 Big green parrot
29 Prom locale
32 Bog
33 Chandelier pendant
35 Forum hello
36 Piece of turf
37 On a roll
38 A number of
times
1

DEAR DR. GOTT: I used the
search function at your Web site
but couldn't find the answer, so
I am hoping that you can help
me. A while ago. sorneone wrote
about an herb that changes the body
chemistry so that mosquitoes stop
biting. What
is the name
of that herb?

DEAR
READER: I
am sony to
hear that the
search results
failed to help
you. Just to
double-check,
I looked for
the article and
didn't find it.
This means
By
Dr. Peter Gott that the article has not
been entered into my archived data-

Dr. Gott

base yet because of its age. Putting
several years of past columns onto
the site is a time-consuming project. However, this does not mean
I don't know the answer.
I believe the product you are
looking for is not an herb but
rather yeast -- brewer's yeast, to
be exact. In the onginal article
to which you are likely referring,
a gentleman wrote in about his
success using brewees yeast to
ward off mosquito bites. He went
on to say that his child was in
vetennary school and was told by
a fnend that it worked in repelling
biting fleas in both pets and
humans.
The recommendation was to
take one 7.5-grain (about 486 milligrams) tablet daily. Brewer's yeast
is also a good source of several

B vitamins, so there is no harm
in taking it year-round. Speak to
your physician prior to starting
the regimen, especially' if you are
on

medication (prescription

or

over-the-counter), herbals or have

a medical condition that may prevent you from safely consuming
the product.
Other readers have had success consuming garlic or garlic pills
(not the odorless type) daily. If

you don't want to ingest something but want to be outside. try
putting a plate of lemon-scented
dish detergent in the area where
you will be. The mosquitoes should
be more attracted to the detergent than to you. If these recommendations don't work. there is
always the standby of topical bug
sprays, which should be reapplied
often whenever you are outside.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
seven-year survivor of ovarian
cancer. I now have pain in one
of my hips. I recently read an
article about a lady- who was a
cancer survivor who developed
bone cancer 10 years later. How
do they test for bone cancer?
DEAR READER: Before
jumping to the conclusion of bone
cancer, you should consider the
more common occurrence of arthritis of the hip, a condition that
leads to pain in one Of both hips

as the cartilage begins to wear
down.
If you underwent radiation, this
could have sped up the detenoration of the conriective tissues.
The pain could also simply be
age related, but because you did
not provide any history, such as
age. health status. medications, etc.,
I can't determine whether this is
likely.
I urge you to speak to your
physician, who can order an X •
ray that will show whether there
are any abnormalities within the
hip or bone suggesting arthritis,
cancer or other causes, such as
osteoporosis. If anything is abnormal. further testing will be necessary to detemune the cause.
all•••••

Contract Bridge

An Arithmetical Process
South dealer.
Both sides Null," It'l;

lion °rho., easy counting out a hand
can be. South reaches five clubs on
the bidding shown. and Ea.st wins
•A 9 7 2
two diamond tricks before shifting to
•K 5
a trump.
•.1 2
Declarer's only problem is to
•K Q 8 3
avoid losing a heart tnck. All his
WEST
EAST
effort; should therefbre be liscused
•10 5 4
•Q 8 3
on trying to determine which oppo•Q 9 7 6 3 2
•
8
nent is more likely to hold the queen.
•10 5
•AKQ964
Accordingly, after winning East's
•9 4
•62
trump return, South cashes a second
SOUTH
trump, noting that each opponent
•K 6
started with two elute:. Ile then plays
•A104
the K-A of spades and ruffs a spade,
•8 7 3
both defenders again following suit.
•A 10 7 5
A diamond is now ruffed. West
The bidding:
discarding a heart. Declarer makes a.
South
West
North
East
mental note that East began with six
I•
Pass
1•
2•
diamonds and then ruffs dummy's
Pass
Pass
4•
Pass
last spade. When F_ast foilows to this
5•
trick as West discards another hcart,
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
the picture becomes complete, -East
No one can be a really good cardstarted with precisely. six diamonds.
player unless he has mastered thc art
four spades and two clubs. so he was
of counting out a hand. By. this is dealt only on< heart.
meant the ability to deduce the exact
The rest is merely a mop-up operdistribution ofthe unseen hands from
ation. After tuning the last spade,
either the bidding or VI ha1 transpires
declarer cashes the ace of hearts to
during the play.
guard against the possibiley that East
This skill is mot Dearly as difficult
might has c started with the singleton
to attain a.s might be thought. The
queen
secret lies mostly in reLonstructing
Wheo the queen does mot appear,
the opponents' hands as the play proa heart is led to the Jack. 'South
ceeds, paying particular attention to
doesn't esen have to bother to see
any' trick where a defender fails to
whether the finesse succeeds
the
follow suit.
only way it could fail would be if
Today's band pro ides an illustraLast was originally. dealt 14 cards.
tomorrow: The battle tor trump control
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40 Simpson and
Kudrow
42 Not so much
43 Encroach upon
46 Debt memo
48 Hired a lawyer
49 Roomy sleeves
54 He wrote
"Picnic"
55 Maui strings
56 EIcar or Garvey
57 Read (middy
58 Family member
59 Root veggie
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10 Void's partner
11 Is, in Madrid
16 Green light
meaning
20 Bowie's last
stand
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2010 United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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THE MANA6ER WANTS TO KNOW
WHY YOU DON'T WEAR A CAP

3-17

13

PEANUTS4101
,
DO ME A FAVOR 60 ASK
"PIGFEW1.41.1Y HE 00ESN'T
WEAR A BASEBALL CAP
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1 Furry companion
2 Pay dirt
3 Goose egg
4 Dredge a channel
5 Sultan's
menage
6 A Gershwin
7 Smiles prettily
8 Kids around
9 Indigo plant

4
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21

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

12

prepared."
e are times
hat he

hat to expedt
i said. "nil
ng to figure
'' But I'll say
win. 'They
They refusP

6114166411

Mosquitoes and
brewer's yeast

Crosswords

h

iys this is
'y even f6r
squad relied
classmen to

she informed me that he had
died a few months after his
birth.
She clearly found the memory sad, but at the same time
had moved on. I didn't want
to force her to re-experience
the event by asking her what
happened, but it seemed rude
to abruptly change the subject
to some minor matter after
such sobering news.
What is the polite thing to
say when someone tells you
about a tragedy, but long after
it happened? -- WORDS FAIL
ME, PEKIN, ILL.
DEAR WORDS: The correct way to handle it would
have been to say, "I'm so sorry
for your loss," and let your
friend decide whether to discuss it further or change the
subject. In other words, let her
take the lead.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by. her mother, Pauline Phillips.

asley is sure to'
or Thursday'i
part to a nevi
't for the trip tti

for once, so4
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21 NBA officials
22 Diet spread
23 Hang fire
25 Japanese dog
27 Orchard pest
29 Slalom obstacle
30 — St. Laurent
31 Clothing cate90rY
34 Valentine
flower
39 Oil and water
40 Heavily bur-

51

52

53

41 Headquartered
43 Osiris' sister
44 Now, to
Caesar
45 First-magnitude star
47 Ouch!
50 APB datum
51 Toddler's
downtime
52 Large antelope
53 Feeling low
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley
Mortis
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
Fax: 753-1927
Late
Notice
coMMONWEALTR OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00243

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00226
• BANK. N A ,

PLAINTIFF
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00411

• (/MMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANK
• t ha BANK OF BENTON,

PLAINTIF

• ITIFINANCIAL SERVICES,INC ,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
SLERIE CURRY, Executrix of the Estate of Henrietta Curry,
VALERIE CURRY, Individually, JEANNETTE KORNEGAY,
K/PLEY SKARSYNSELS, COREY SCOTT,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF VALERIE CURRY,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF JEANNETrE KORNEGAY,
TFIE UNKNOWN SPOUSE , IF ANY. OF CORY SCOTT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,CITY OF MURRAY,
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC, CALLOWAY COUNTY.
JOHNNY SCRUGGS,T'HE UNKNOWN PERSONS,IF ANY,
WI-10 MAY CLAIM AN INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
BY,THROUGH OR UNDER JOHNNY SCRUGCsS,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Cciurt on February 8. 2010.. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the appniximate amount of $70,207.83. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder. at public auction on 1"huniday, March 25. 2010. at the
hour of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property.
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 107 Pine Street.
Murray. }CY 42071. and being more particularly described aa follows:
Lots Number Twenty-three and Twenty-four of Block 1 in Biehop Eaat View
Addition Gilbert Place to the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, as
shown on plat recorded of record in Deed Book 31. Page 403, in the Calloway
County Clerk's Office.
Being Ilse same property conveyed to Henrietta Curry, by deed dated t'ebruart
18, 1980, and recorded in Deed Book 160. Page 2177. in the Calloway County.
Cotsrt Clerk's Office
THERE IS INCLUDED a 2007 Champion 350 manufactured home which has
been converted to real estate pursuant to an affidavit of convermon, Dated
December 17, 2009. of record in Book 814, Page 657, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be &old on a cash or credit basis of thirty :to.
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30. days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Cominisaioner ten percent (10%1 of the purchase pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder. bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thins
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2010 ad valorem taxes

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commisaioner
Calloway Circuit Court

In Mernory of
Macey Layne Travis
Born sleeping
March 17, 2009
The World may never notice
if a snowdrop doesn't bloom
or even pause to wonder
if the petals fall too soon
but every life that ever forms,
or ever comes to be,
touches the world in some small way
for ?it eternity
The little one we long for
was swiftly here and gone
but the love that was then planted
is a light that still shines on
and even thoug,h our arms are empty
our hearts know what to do
every beating of our hearts
says that we love you.

,

020
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Love Always,

TURKEY
HUNTERS

.SO
.
r
.ICNCOCIT

e& Good Luck '
!
I at State "A"
Swim meet.
Love Dad

020
Rots:*

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
975.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 7534916
The.Place to Start
Aiheray Ledger &
12701753-1916

Auto inturance
Low down payments
David Rarney
9713-5941
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be respon•Ibte for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
STOCK your pond The
Fish Truck will be Wed.
March
31, Murray
Henry Farmers Co-op
10:30-11 -00, Murray
Southern States 11:151 2:00, Orders 800355-2077

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 28, 2009. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $30,580 45, shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday. March 25, 2010, at the
hour of 10:00 m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County., Kentucky, isith its address being 17 Jessica Lane.
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows
Being Lot 5A of the Edwin E and Genzueve Lewis property as platted In Plat
Book 19, Page 24, and replatted for subdividing in Plot Book 22. Page 98, Slide
2111, as recorded in Calloway County Clerk's Office. Formerly described 11.
A 1 014-acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of-Trinity Engineering, Inc of
Murray, Kentucky on July 19,1995 located on Seth Avenue approximately 4
miles North of the City of Murray, Kentucky, and being known as Lot 5 of the
Edwin E and Gennieve Lewis property 'Minor Plat recorded in Plat Book 19.
Page 24) and being more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at a 04 rebar i set • 25 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue and
approximately 669.72 feet North of the centerline of Lassiter Road. said rebar
being the southwest comer of Lot 4 and the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land,
Thence North 89° 26' 36" East for a distance of 468 33 feet with the south line of
Lot 4 to •14 mbar (sets said rebar being the southeast corner of Lot 4 and the
ncrtheaet currier of the herein descnbed tract of land,
Thence South 02' 27' 34" East for a dietance of 99.93 feet with the west line of
the Homer Williams property (Deed Book 89. Page Se. to a 04 rebar I sett, said
rebar being the northeast corner of Lot 6 and the southeaat corner of the herein
described tract of land,
Thence South 88° 11' 06' West for a distance of 469.6:1 feet With the north Ifrie of
Lot 6 to a 14 rebar (set. 25 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue, said rebar
being the northwest corner of Lot 6 and the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land,
Thence North 02° 02 42" West for • diatance of 89 57 feet with the right-of-way
of Seth Avenue to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit ba of 30 days,
hut if sold on a credn of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price. with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30(days, with sufficient surety, beanng interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but ahall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 4th day of March. 2010
Reapectfully eubmitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

*rip llisrnsd

(270) 293-9-781
(270)436-2626

JUST glve us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
Map Waned
CAR wash attendant.
Sorne mechanical
skills required.
Retirees welcome!
573-380-4504.
PART-TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161

When accessing die
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom
you will be redirected
to jobnetworkeom
By default.
Murray and local rib
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iotinctwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Munay area
Joh listings Thank you

DRIVER position
Well established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area Applicants must
be dependable. hard
working and relate well
with
customers.
Seeking dnver for local
delivenes with a class
A CDL. Excellent benefits.
Please
send
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Hardin, KY 42048
FARMER'S
Choice
Feedmill. Part-tlme
position.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office.

PRST Baptist Church
of Clinton KY is seeking a full time pastor.
Resume accompanied
by CD/DVD may be
sent to Pastor Search
Committee 320
Mayfield Rd Clinton
KY 42031

MURRAY Recital &
Sales Immedtate
opening for parttime
Shop Mechanic. Apply
in person. 200 East
Main St Murray. 7538201

NATIONAL Mfg. Co.
accepting applications
for senior administrative assistant. Salary &
profit share. Resume:
NMC(HR Dept)632 N.
12th St., Suite 168.
Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL building matenal retailer has opening for office personnel.
Applicant must have
pleasant phone voice.
valid dnvers license,
dependable transportation. and enthusiastic custoiner service
attitude. Knowledge of
Microsoft Excel, Word,
and Outlook is
required along with
accurate computer
data entry skills
Position begins as
part time with potential
to become full-time.
Please send resumes
to: P.O. Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071
Part-time, will train.
Murray Sewing Center.
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400
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NKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOYCE
1. HASTY, UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS, WHO ARE THE
HEIRS OR DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF JOYCE D
HASTY AND THEIR SPOUSES. AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION.
CMFINANCIAL,INC., COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
SHERRI GAIL HASTY, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF SHERRI GAIL HASTY, RACHEL DEAN DENNIS,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF RACHEL DEAN
DENNIS, TERRY LYNN HASTY.!MARJORIE HASTY,
WILLIAM BRUCE HASTY, TRACY HASTY,
DEFENDANT'
,
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $42,273 47, I shall proceed to offer for
gale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursciay, March 25, 2010, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m . local time. or thereabout. the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with ita address being 8314 State Route
121 North. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly deecnbed as follow,
The following described tract or parcel of land, lying and being in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to-wit: Legal description of a tract of land situated in the
community. of Coldweter, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, beIng a part of
the Southeant Quarter of Section 8, lbwnship 2, Renee 3 East, and being Lot
No. 1 of an unrecorded Minor Subdivision Plat of the Nancy Paschal; property
and being further descnbed as follows Beginning st n 1,2 inch diameter rebar
set in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121. located 159 feet east of the centerline of Kentucky Highway 1836, the Southwest corner of Lot No I of said
Minor plat; thence, severing the lands of Nancy Paschall. North 12 degrees. 45
minutes 46 seconds East 140.87 feet to a ? inch liarseter rebar set in an eximins electric fence. thence. with the North line of Lot No 1. the following bearings and distareses. South 73 deg. 05 minutee 13 seconds East 32.09 feet to•12
inch diameter rebar set; South 77 deg. 11 minutes 58 seconds East 2.5.38 feet to
a 1,2 inch diameter rebar set; South 79 deg. 56 minutes 16 seconds East 26.13
feet to a L^2 inch diameter rebar set; South 81 degrees 20 minutes 26 seconds
ham 25.35 feet to a 1.2 inch diameter rebar aet. the Northeast comer of Lot No.
I and the Northv set corner of the Jamem Tbney property (Deed Book 155, Card
1319i; thence. with Toney's West line and the East Line of Lot No. 1, South 06
degrees 46 minutes 07 seconds! West 136.54 feet to a 1/2 inch diameter rebar set
in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121, thence. 30 feet from and parallel to
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 121, North 80 degrees 00 minutes 08 seconds West 125.58 feet to the point of beginning This tract contains 0.369 scres

RETAIL MERCHANDiSER WANTED to
service Hallmark
Products at a Kroger's
at 808 N 12th St and a
Fred s Store at 928 S
12th St in Murray,
KY_ To apply, visit
httpl/halimark.canddatecare.com
TEMPORARY. # of
openings: 6 Tobacco
& Hay/Strew, Row
Crops
General
&
Agricultural Workers
Employer:
Needed
Robert B. Hayden Graves County, KY
Dates:
4/20/201°11/15/2010
Wages:
S7.25 - 8.00/hour. 3/4
of hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
VVork tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0396331.

RN/L I
rull-tIrr

Regi!
ruii-urr

.

•

de
and/cir co

xcellent
Noma.

10

Being the same property conveyed to Joyce D Hasty. by deed from Nancy
Pan:hall. dated Sept. 25, 1996. of record in Book 231, Page 536, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 13,1
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110%1o( the purchase price and execute bond
with good and eufficient surety for the remainder. beanng interest at 12% per
annum front the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirts
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All deli n
quent texas, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commiamoner, but the
property shall be *old subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 3rd day of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted.

060

DISCLAIMER

Mommy, Daddy,
Zack and Tyler

DANNY K. ROGERS and his wife, KIMBERLY
ROGERS,STARKS BROTHERS HOMES, INC..
.'ALLOWAY COUNTY. ICENTUCKY,

CHILDCARE,'
pre
school teachers apply
at Christian Childcare
Center. 810 Whitnell by
Neon Beach. 767-1177

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

A1740 included is a 1998 Explorer mobile home, VIN CLA043261TN
Being in all reepects the same property conveyed to Danny Ftogers • same person
as Danny K Rogers; by deed dated January 31. 2007 and recorded in Book 684,
Page 331, Calloway County Clerk's Office.

This 3rd day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted.

SU
4

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Free Pallets

1

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
TEMPORARY * of
openings. 10 Tobacco
First Come - First Serve
& Hay/Straw & General
Agricultural Workers
Please No Phone Calls
Employer:
Needed
Michael & Charles
Palmer
and
Blu
Norsworthy - Calloway
& Graves Counties, KY
Dates.
4/16/201°12/15/2010
Wages:
$7.25 - 8.00/bour. 3/4
of hours listed on lob
order
guaranteed
,itLlt,he to the
Work tools will be provided at no cost Free
$11 RR Al
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
I Iniote Delivery
Local Mail
rrallosety1
each
working day.
113
3 tau.
Transportation & subI 6
sistence paid when
i
6 1146
'
"""
1 yr.
0 of contract is met_
50°,
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob speciRest of KY/TN
All Other Mail
(Purees it Ruchesers•
fications. May
be
Subscriptions
required to take ran3 coo.-.--......$10.50 3 ma ---...-.675.00
dom drug and/or alco6
........$90.610
hol tests. May be
1 yr.-.---.6120.011 I yr. -.-...6145-00,
required to submit to a
I
criminal background
Cheek
Money Order
Visa
MX
check. Apply for this
1
job at the nearest KY
Name
Office of Employment
Address__
& Training Division of
I .
Workforce
City
I
Employment Services
I State
Office using job order
Zip
number KY0396286
Daytime Ph
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.() Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
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IMMEDIATE OPENING,
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

---kt 111.111
-Ika 1 p.m.
-11101 5 pif

-

Prunary Care Medical Center is requesting an
experienced, licensed. full time ARNP or PA-C
to juin their staff for physician's office
Excellent benefits and ‘ompensation package
offered Applicant, 1114) apply in person or
send MUM/ lit

Taking Applications for

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
, week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
I
The Murray ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
•

1000 South 12th Street
Murray. K1 42071
270-759-421M1

Full tinke position Jvailable tor parts sales at
agricultural dealership Ofle
thifiS
experience preferred t'ompetitive o.qc and
benefit package Senouc inqutrics onlY
Equal (Oppominits Employer
Send resunics to: H
R
r
P 0 Box 432, Alay Tiebl. y 42onn

EPL ASE NO PHONE CALLS
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS VACANCY
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS

DEFENDANTS.
may Circuit
udgment of the
stied to offer for
unty, Kentucky,
2010, et the
ribed property
334 State Route
cribed as follows

in Calloway
tuated in the
y, being a part of
and heing Lot
ache!: property,
diameter rebar
t eest of the cen•
No I of said
12 degrees. 45
set in an existfollowing bear12.0e feet to• 1,2
:sat 26.38 feet to
olds East 26.13
tee 26 seconds
corner of Lot No
Book 165, Card
4o. 1, South 06
ameter rebar set
n and parallel to
ninutes 08 sectarians 0.369 acre,

the Calloway County Board of Education icurrent ADM of 3,300 students,
Ps-12) is seeking an individual to serve as Supennten
dent of Schools with
ale necessary skills and commitment to continue the distncts successful
a,ovement, through its vision and mission. toward achieving es highly
aggressive academic and non-academic goals The candidate must
aemonstrate exemplary instructional, management. communication and
lirganizational skills and be a team builder who will be actively invorved
tie community while maintaining a strong presence in the district by being
eisible, available, and approachable Calloway County Schools consists of
# preschool, three elementary schools. one middle school, one high
$ch•ool. and a day treatrnent center. Candidates must hold or be eligible
trir a Kentucky certification for School Superintendent Salary and
benefits
toll be regionally competitive and negotiable with the contract to begin
(August 1. 2010. All applicants must submit 8 copies of a cover letter,
sesume. application. copy of certificate(s) and transcripts as wed as letters
and recommendationsireferences to, Jan Pigg, Calloway County Board of
tducation. P.O. Box f300, Murray. Kentucky 42071 For additional
information. please call 270-762-7300 or visit WYfta Call4W8Y
ISYNT14016 US.
XII applications must be recerved by Apnl 12, 2010.
talloway County Schools is an Equal Education and Employer Institution

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center

RN/LPN for Cardiology Physician Practice
day position, M-r. Critical Care/Cardiolocte
background required.

lmes

I.erve

;all*

ngs!

Mall

(Calk-way.

.....-463.001

Other Mail
ea-dr/tient

'sera/mit salary and benefit package

Submit resumes to

JPTIC s
Human Resources Department or tax to 270-25 I 4507
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Resources Department
1090 Medical Center Circle, Mayfield. KY 420436

Geo et/r/V/D

OPUCESToWiiii

Corps:an

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
RecairsAiogrades
759 3556
'140
Want lc Buy
BUYING
Junk c.ars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
coilections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH pair] for
9ood. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

TEMPOILkitY

HORTICULTURAL
math ULTURAL IABOR

f 1-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KY*0396720 r OPENINGS)
,! JONES KEY ASSOCIATION MURRAY, KY
05-25-10'TO 12-01-10 KY/0396584 03 OPENINGS
STEELE FARMS MURRAY, KY
;1,-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY/0396736 18 OPENINGS)
STEDELIN FARMS MURRAY. KY
7",.2.5-10 TO 12-24-10 KY/0396583 i 7 OPENINGS,
COLEMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY
SI-25-10'TO 12-20-10 KY6)396861 17 OPENINGS,
GARY HERNDON FARMS HAZEL, ICY
0
. 325-10 TO 12-31-10 KY/0397026.7 OPENINGS)
TRELL - FU'TRELL FARMS FARMINGTON.ICY
I4 20-10 TO 12-31-10 KY/0396901 110 OPENINGS)
ME&M FARMS MURRAY. ICY
illACCO, FARM LABORER/ NURSERY
111130RER WAGE $7 2548 00 HR. 3/4 contract
S,ors guaranteed, all tools and equip. at no charge
'Loosing provided for those beyond commuting at no
ost Transportation and subsistence pay, after 50.A
controct completed Transport Dailey to worksite
Apply for this yob at the nearest office of Stott,
Workforce Agency in this state Using yob order
n,limbers above with a copy of this advertisement
4ubject to random drug test at employers OOP}

H-25-10 TO 12.15-10 KY/039624618 OPENINGS!
BF&G AS,SOCIAT1ON MURRAY, KY
'04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY/0396244 C1 OPENINGS t
Tommy ELKINS. MURRAY, KY
64-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KW0396284 18 OPENINGS)
KDWLD FARMS MURRAY. KY
it
04-28-10 TO 12.15-10 KY/0396600 18 OPENINGS t
TOBACCO ASSOCIATION MURRAY, KY
4-'25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY/0396551 113 OPENINGS)
ftiCHARD SMOTHERMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY
riJi-28-10 TO 11-20-10 KY/0396581 t 8 OPENINGS I
JOSH SYKES FiAZEL. KY
44-26-10 TO 12-04-10 KY/0396722 17 OPENINGS)
DWAIN BELL MURRAY, KY
T:ABORER wage $7 25%58 00 HR. 3/4 contract hours
61aranteed. all tools and equip at no charge
Mousing provided for those beyond commuting at no
dmt Transportation and subsistence pay. after 50%
of contract completed Transport Dailey to worksite
Apply for this yob at the nearest office of State
Ytorkforce Agency in this state Using yob order
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement
Aulyiect to random drug teat at employers coat

Need to place art lid'

7I
18

WILL care for elderly.
8am-6pm & nights
6pm-8am. For days
call 227-4749. For
nights call 293-6190.

r

merit to

imes

KIDZTOWN Academy
is now accepting
enrollment for children
6wks.-10yrs. Space
are limited! FOr more
information check out
our website rnwo kiztownacaderny.com or
call 761-5439 Located
at 1306 S. 12th St

DM)Coder

FM days rive years hospital experience in coding
iinctior completion of coding program. MIA, IU-tit CCS,
or CCS-P preferred.

TEMPORARY

o
openings 6 Tobacco
& Hay/Straw & Genera
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer
Vowell Farms -- Weakly
County, TN & Graves
County. KY Dates:
4/17/2010-12/20/2010
Wages
$7.25
8 00/hour. 3/4 of hours
listed on iob order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
no cost. Free housing
provided to those who
cannot
reasonably
retum to their permanent residence each
working
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physicalty able to meet
& perform all lob speofications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
Job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using lob order
number KY0396881
/

ToBAero, F'ARM LABORER/ NURSERY
R

MustPal

Registered Nurse openings In Med/Surg
rull-tirne 7a-7p and 7p-7a with every other weekend
required.

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICUL71IRAL LABOR

'111ES
.c,,„

220

KE.LLETS
MUSIC.
LESSONS
Guitar, Piano
Drtaits

8. mor

Play By Lir."'
305 NI 481 St
978-1961

Homes For Sale

rtiii-time

om Nancy
in the office ,,t

&sift of thirty 3t:v
all deposit with
.xecute bond
est at 12.4, per
within thirty
urity. All delinsaioner, but the

PRECISION AG SPECIALIST
ocal agricultural dealersnip is seeking a full
time precision ag specialist. individuals must
be self-motivated, hard working and maintain a
good attitude Primary responsibility will be the
installation and servicing of precision ag
products which may include on-farm visits
We offer full benefits and competitive wages
Equal Opportunity Employer
Send resumes to: H & R Agri-Power,
P 0 Box 432, Mayfield, KY 42066

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Affordable. loving
childcare in my home
Ref. available.
270-293-9794.
OHILDCARE openings
daytime. after-school.
References, reasonable rates. daily preschool activities, well
balanced meals.
270-226-0205. 27°349-0133.
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-3253

500 gai. propane tank
$475 obo. All alu
minum 4'x6' trailer
excellent shape, ramp
attached. $600 obo.
(270) 753-41371.
CHAFFEUR electric
mobility
chair.
Excellent
condition
with new batteries,
$400. 759-4336 after
5:00 pm.
GOLF carts 293-6430

1984 14x70 Buccanee
2BR, 2BA. C/HJA
great
condition
$10,500.
Located
Coach Estates C-2
270-227-1485.
MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed. 2 Bath Horne
Delivered and setup
Only $39.999 Come
and see
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed. 2 Bath House
only $49.999
Delivered and setup
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

280
I Mobile HOMIlt For Rent
3BR
5400/mo.
Includes water & lawncare
lyr.
lease
required.
2707531219.
DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR,
$700/mo includes utilities 270-7531219.

cxx=3
LINGI
JUST ARRIVED

P.
0

'•
a

Spring & Summer ;
Handbags &c Jewelry •
"All New Italian'
.
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth #66

Trends 81 Treasures Mall •
101d Uncle Jeff Building)
eiesesiees

LiFT chair 13-TV, 3
trellis' & dorm refrigerator 753-4801

605 E South I?* St

(270)753-1/13

2BR, 1BA lakefron
house in Panorama
Shores. w/d, ref.
$425/month
plus deposit. Available
immediately. 175 Pam
Dr. (310)567-9321.

contact Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Auction Realty•-`;

(270)293-3232
Jai. REN fkl-S
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST

1270i 436-2524
i270i 293-490a
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1BR next to MSU.
laundry on site, small
pet, $325/mo.
270-356-0459.
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.

CARRAWAY Furniture
Mattress Sale! Sets
starting at $149.95.
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

2 bedroom apartments
available. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Cali
753-2905.

OAK dining table with 6
chairs, good condition,
$350. 435-4158 before
8pm.

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

New log cabin kit &
beautifully wooded
lake access setting on
160.000 acre recreational lake in
Kentucky!
Excellent firiaocing
Call now 1-800-704-

ings, concrete drive,

energy efficient features. Rebates still
available. 210-3781 or
559-2032
New 24
Bedroora homes le
Riverfield Estates.
BG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

'r.

!Immediate
Debt Relief,
Selling an 8..suite'
le Foreclosure'
Local Mune Buyenk
Can Help!
No Cost lb You
No Equity OK
761MONIK.COM
(2701741-T10AM

l7.1%.,17(.171

SPECIAL!!!
This 1)(1.5

751 7668

l•roggy radin station
753-8359 759-9

CABIN
2+ AC - S69 900
Free Boat Slips

Child s 4-wheeler $300 Call 227 8721
after 4 p m

could be yours
for

ONLY U5

per month.

Up to 20 words
(270)753-1616

Ie,r4

411,ie r

1111
(.

We Offer
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave • 753-3853

SEENEW 2010 Toyota
Matnx $219 per
month $2,000 Cash or
trade down KY tax
included' Call for
details
(270)753-4961 333
2007 Lexus ES 350
loaded with Navigation
47,xxx miles. $23.000
270-703-4513

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
holianomotoisaies com
no-753-446i

2009 white Hyunda
accent
hatchback
7100-miles. 37-42mpg
10yr/100.000 mile war
ranty, $13,000
293-1193, 293-9829
0*. for 5 years on
2010 Yaris. Corolla,
Matrix:Camry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon.
Rawl, Highlander.
Tundra.
Ends April 5.
Murray.
753-4961

Toyota of

AKC
registered
WOODED lot in
Doberman Pinsche
puppies 9 wks. old, Campbell Estates
tales cut. oewclawed 1414 Oakhill Dr .
Male-S400 Female- 145x1 75, quiet cul-desac Call 978-0876 or
S350
Shots
&
759-5469
wormed.
731-336-7848
lame For Sin
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
2,100 sq. ft. 4BR
MANTIE Great Dane
screened
Puppies, 7wks. old, 2.5BA,
AKC registered. cham- porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
pion
bloodline,
deciawed. ist shots. minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-199'3.
wormed $500-S800
FSBO: 3BR. 2BA
270-978-5120 or
ranch style home.
270-227-7917.
1600sq,ft. with two car
MALE, MINIATURE
garage and fenced in
Schnauzer pup.
back
yard.
102
Ready 3/1210
Oakwood
Circle.
Registered tail
Oakwood
Terrace
clocked vet checked,
Sobdivision off Oaks
wormed, raised in lovCountry
Club
Rd.
ing home $450
$135,500. 759-0707.
(270)293-0575
IMMACULATE brick
SHIH-TZU puppies
home, completely new
AKC, CKC, shots
throughout new CAM
wormed, $3004350
unit, roof. appliances,
270-251-0310
hardwood
floors
evenings
throughout, 3BR. 2BA
detached garage on 2
large lots. 598.000
Livestock & Supplies
753-9887
LOCALLY grown pre- LARGE home in counmium hay. Available al try with acreage 5 to
all times. Alfalfa
85, 6 BR. 6 5 BA, pool,
mixes, grass mixes
gym, play rooms, large
Square and round decks. patio. lots of out
bales Some wrapped. buildings. 3 acre lake.
High protein. TDN. good hunting & fishing.
Students & truckers 559-2032.
welcome
270-753- NEW home 3 BR. 2
8848 before 9.00pm
BA. 2 car garage.
patio. cathedral ceil-

add thOn

-

Used Con

CAKE LOG

3154. x 3439
440
Late For Sae

State las,torbid drsknminan...r,
in the ,ak. rental or
•
01,1,1 estate Faaed on ta,
tt, thew pr,,,
under tederal tea
VNt .111 kno.rngl, aoLept ar,
ad,ertpang tor mai edate which
,
1 not in lolatn,a the
311
person, Art hereth intorrned
that all dwellIng. adverthed are
•nadable on an equal oppnetu
nA base
For lurthr.,3.o.OIJOke
lio
Housing Adserthing
merit, contact 'AAA
Rene r %lam, 17031644-1

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

Alinistorage

Lake Property

t &e'er of 121 s & Gleedsit.
HAI& $25 10:15

%thirTaa ledger Is Time. Fair
Housing A,.1 %mite
All real estate ad,erre.ed herein
subleet to the Federal F.I.O
liOUVOg Akt ehich makes o
Mega to advert,. any peeler
en°, imitation Of aINCOMMJ
tion bOsed
rale. .401..
)0011,
handkap.
sia
tos or national origin, IN Min,
11011 to make any curb prefer
ence, Imitations or Jewnmou
hos

3BR, IBA, W&D
inluded. $650/mo,
$650/dep 603
Sycamore. 3BR. 1BA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo, $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage 27°873-7826
SMALL 2BR, appliances furnished, $395
rent &
$395
deposit, lyr lease. no
pets. 270-753-6156
360
I
Strome Rentals

- _
House and 2,.3 Acre Lot
Hwy 121 S.. Murray
Priced at $19,900
Visit www.obarky.com or

V

NEL.

2BR, 2BA, no pets. no
lease required.
$425mo. 753-3949

All .ilec to
fit ',our needs
Located hy

978-1107 or 978-0505

11111 1111'1 N.

I Iti slim \fa

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher
S510/mo. 759-5E185 or
293-7085.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible,
Phone.
492-8721
Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity
LARGE 2BR. 2BA.
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU. $425
plus
deposit References
required
492-8069.
970-8412.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled on
campus, C/H/A, W&D
$600 water sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600
NICE, 1BR, w/d
smoke tree. no pets, 1
yr lease
$375/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE-BEZROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Drive.
with yard Just redecorated Fndge. stove. 2
new AC units No pets
$300 rent.
Water/sewer/trash
paid by landlord. 270
767.1176

A

1702 Johnson Blvd.(Oft Doran Rd.)
New construction 2.150 so n 3BR 2BA.
bonus room hardwood floors granite countertips covered front & bark porch $229 900 C/0

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

L_
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

LARGE
t,ELECT1ON
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29.999 delivered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-0429

E Main
i270) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
aam -4pm M-F

One end Twit
Becht`OM Ape-linen!,
270.7;.311.464
j1/1/ I -100-545-1103
Ext. 283
Equal opgrongraty

MEDICAL CENTER

PARTS SAI.LSMAN

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

alloway Garden
ssex Dowm
1partments
ISO ()magma! Oro.,
Muffin KY 42071

Primary
Care

1' ill.

PLAINTIFF,

3BR, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo
+ $70C
deposit. 293-5423
3BR. 2BA, very nice
1800
Valley
Dr
$700/mo 753-5344.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Nurse Practitioner or
Ph)sician Assistant

51500 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655, 753-9295
L&M

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicunng,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 727-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate'
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
*Garages
•Water & 'termite
Damage
*Decks
•Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Cortst.
New homes. Additions,
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Dedke
Roofing. Mobile Horne,
Repair.
'
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
1 -(270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&I.icCuiston Roofing
YOUR AD
COULD BR
HERR FOR
ONLY 975.00.
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun saavica
Res., Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - hig Sinall

753-956
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE

Mention tnis•ad
get.25°. off
Offer exp. 3:2340
Free estimales
•(270)436-2867
(270)293-1118
436-2867 Lamb's.
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree .
removal. gutter '•
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
'Link & ire. wria, •
A•SAP TREE
SERVICE
(la Tree
Removal *Trimming

*Stump Grinding
*Hangers Servicing Benton.
Hardin & Murray ,
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111
.•
BELCHER Paintin,..:.47.;
Residential &
Commercial. Intert:::5
Exterior Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jernd

CLASSIFIEDS

611 • IA ednesday, March 17. 20 lil

Murray Ledger & 'Times

Horoscope
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
227-2617

0 BRYAN

TREE
8 DEBRIS
I ea, rditi-i

•

:!'1:.I',
• I.,
'

2M-703-102i

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Instatlation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

-

270-703-41105
Johhny 0 13.iyan

LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE

51Q0 OFF ON
5200 OR
MORE
,tte, r?xpires 323

Fr00 Estimates
Cre.,Irt Cards accepted

(270)753-2020

[RAN,is
111.Thlien!
ION 1_ I HAN 1

270-753-2274

PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawncare 1St mowing
free 270-233-1924

The Stara Show the Kind of
Day You'll He ve: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-Soso, 1 -Difficult

David's Home
Improvement

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Krtow your limits and

Water Damagec Flom
Braces & Roor joists
Remodeiing & Plumbing

•

LARK'S
t
1 ‘N1

WO Do Insurance Won,
Master:aro Az:x.0w
.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

BRUSH & Hamrner
Painting. fix it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained 436-2228.
CHASa: Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
DAVIS Handywork's
Smaii home repairs,
garages, decks, siding,
remodeling, houses
buitt to suit.
270-227-3484.

!

ESTLMATES
(270)873-9916 I
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave
FOR all your roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156.

corr,ing up_ So
give me a call for

Tcidd s ALI

YE -;

LAWNS mowed. very
reasonable, free estimates,
reliable,
mature. 753-2643
.

"111
••sideriti,
•
is
Fri
I.,•.

• Weekly

Tellalpicktips

759-1151 • 293-2783

293-2744
11 a in i

( r an i te

& Marble
3301 St. itt 121N.

75-8087
h r

Mut.1.,.. • ."

Pulitzer Pnze-winning novelist
John Updike (1932), Olympic
speedskater Bonnie Blair 11964),
comedian Dane Cook r 1972i
'—
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacguellnebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2010-2011 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aena! BooketTruck
Insured

Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1,2010 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

Frit.z...

• locally ov.nertiopaated

BORN TODAY

1270) 21.)S-982'6
12701 227-5648

Are you looking tor
an affordable &
reliable mowing
semce? If so then
call 270-873-9637.
Free Estimates

PICK UP

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Resf
•Shri.ib and tree
trimming
•Gutter cleaning
•Othet servces
•Cuality service at
affordable prices.
753-4455

Yuu might want to understand
what is happening with this person. Listen more, and you'll gain
a sense of grounting A boss
could be most pushy and
demanding. Be diplomatic under
pressure. Tonight: Say "yes'' to a
loved one.
SAGITTARIUS(Noy. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your smile melts
boundaries with ease. You are
sensitive to difficult circurnstarces. Your creativity peaks.
arid others love to hear your suggestions if you approach them
appropriately Still, some details
and work do need to be cleared
out. Tonight: Could be late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Anchor in and know what
you want. You are on top of your

Attention
Parents:

0' Detail

WE CAN

•1114.. 11..11

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding,
firewood. Insure:.
489-2839

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Defer to sorneone else

game Stay mote in touch wit,.
your needs and with others
Your instincts play a role wah a
financial situation. Avoid a wild
risk a possible Be sure you
know what to expect. Tonight
Start your weekend early
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
If you have a suggestion or a sixth sense about what
you need to happen. follow ft.
You are on top of your game.
Understanding what others want
might encourage you to back off
and do your owr thing. Be more
forthright with a cnild or family
member Tonight Make it relaxing
PtSCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Use your sensibilities.
especially in a serious conversation. You'll do much better in a
situation than you thought possible. Listen to someone who hae
a lot to say. Be willing to express
yourself openly if you want a
meeting of the minds. Tonight.
Yapping up a storm.

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

Rerjer R
C270082-2031

T&T Lawn Service
Free estimates
1270V93-0468

. •

270-293-5624

could
change
radically.
Investigate what is going on with
a child or someone at a distance.
B-e aware of what is going on
behind the scenes -- even with
you, Toreaht Get another per•
spectly
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Let others do what they
want -- run with ene bail There is
lothing you can oo to criaage
directions Investigate the alternatives presented
to
you.
Understand what is motivating
someone. Discussions could be
nothing less than disruptive
Tonight Togetherness works.

Mowing season is

Corey @
q70)705-1037

\I I:\
FREE

NEWSOME S
LAWN SERWCE

understand that you can help
others feel inspired, too. If many
people feel the way you do,
there is a greater likelihood Mat
what you want could happen.
Pres.sure builds, and you handle
a matter directly Tonight: Gather
your bills.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your ability to handle

pressure and stay ahead of situations emerges A boss might
think he or she has a good idea
but you disagree Be careful how
you approach this matter, for all
parties' sake Tonight. Think
'weekend."
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** Use the morning,
when clearly you are on top of
your game Think positively
about what must occur if you are
going to try another approach
Sometimes it is wiser to sa back
and lust Mink. New ideas come
up naturally Tonight Take some
needed downtime.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** You crowd be overwhelmed by everything Mat is
happenmg You might not want
to assume control On the other
hand, you might consider trying
another approach or doing
someteing in a totally different
manner Tonight. Get into weekend mode.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep your nand open
oefore taking action. You might
want to review a situation with
more intensity. Be careful with
how you handle your temper
Focus and decide or the most
effective manner of self-expression. Let creativity flourish.
Tonight: Be yocrself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Take an overview this
afternoon, and your perspective

your tree estimate.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, PAarch 18, 2010:
ThiS year, you break precedence a.nd open up to new
types of change. You are also
likely to land or, your feet
more often. You are beginning a new life cycle and
opening doors You could be
amazed by what life offers
you if you are willing. If you
are single, you feel much
more connected than in the
past. You could meet someone very special to your life's
history. If you are attached,
the two of you connect on a
deeper level. Communication
will flourish for those born
today. TAURUS anchors you.

12761227-9153

BAILEY S
LAWN CAFIE &
DIRT SERWCE

• I a •-• ,', •
(270)293-3161
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TROYER'S
Constructor
Metai Roofing, Pole
Barr, Shingles
(270)804-6884

I

- MILLS &
PFiESSURE
WASHING

(270)227-6160

MOORE'SL3wn
Service Mowing, trimming & bush hogging.
Free Estimates.
270-293-5896 or
270-7671866
MOW yards, light hauling, remove unwanted
shrub & brushes. Free
Estimates. 270-2274837 or 270-437-4987
MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable,
reliable. gutters. mulch,
shrubs tnmmed. hauing, 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002_

WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance Rolaxl
.Let us do your lawn
thus year' Landscaping,
mowing. edge. shrubs,
mulching. leaf removal,
tree service, seeding,
fertilizing.
aerating.
Referencas available.
No Contract Required
Free
estimates &
insured Over 15yrs.
experience. Block and
Subdivision discounts
270-703-9610.
vEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

FREE to a good
home Boxer. lab &
Border collie puppies.
4 females. 4 males
(2701705-7531

florth
Elementilry School.
2:'2=E•*--

27: 7E2 7.13

Thursday,March 18,2010
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School
0:81 PS17
.
1

;7Z1
- , 7E2

Parents should bring the following items:

73 15
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
l'Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted'

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student's Social Security card
• A Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
(Physicals doted prior to August 4,2009 cannot be accepted)

Buddy. one year. male. Black
Labrador Retriever IMixl

Milan. adult. fen-idle, Australian
Cattle Dog/Blue Heeler [Mix j

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

For more inforrriatii in contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Sheher
at (270)739-4141

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
WWW,CALLOWAY.KYSCHOOLS.US

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form completed by an
optometrist or opthalrnologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2011.
• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist, dental hygienist, physician, registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner,or physician assistant
will be required by Jan.1, 2011.

